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editor's message

It's not the steepest or the deepest but this looks Extremely fun. Skier Matt Elliott. ABRADLEYPHOTO.COM.

Feet First
For a while there, “Extreme” was a dirty word.
Or perhaps it still is. These days you can
buy Extreme underarm deodorant and hair gel,
super caffeinated Extreme soda pop or Extreme
tanning spray. Anyone looking to really get crazy
can purchase Extreme water heaters and Extreme
pita bread franchises. And that's where I draw the
line – there is absolutely nothing extreme about
pita bread. Extreme, it seems, is played out.
But it wasn’t always so. Extreme, as we in the
Coast Mountains know it, began in 1960s and
‘70s in Switzerland and France with “le ski extreme” and the steep-skiing exploits of legends
like Sylvain Saudan, Anselme Baud and Patrick
Vallencant.
Here in Canada, extreme skiing came onto
the radar in the late ‘80s as local rippers like
Eric Pehota, Trevor Petersen and Johnny Foon
took ski-mountaineering to new heights, climbing
and skiing huge peaks and incredibly serious
lines. The rise of video allowed everyday skiers to
watch the real steep and deep from the comfort of our own homes thanks to companies like
RAP Films out of Alberta and the gonzo Extreme
flicks of local Peter Chrzanowski.
Down south, Greg Stump movies ruled the
roost and two skiers in particular captured the
attention of every kid on skis – Glen Plake and
Scot Schmidt were true heroes of slope and
screen.
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Personally I liked Schmidt’s more subdued
style of charging better but it was Plake’s signature Mohawk haircut that took Extreme to its
most iconic and recognizable level yet.
Then Snowboarding hit like a ten-car passenger
train full of neon punk rockers with something
to prove and nothing to lose. Boarders spread
mayhem and brotherhood and snatched up the
ski industry’s youth like Extreme alpine shoplifters. Once the kids crossed over, the Marketers
weren’t far behind.
The Extreme Games, a made-for-TV, sponsor-laden showcase of “action sports” hit the
airwaves in 1995 and by ‘96 the name had
changed to X-Games and that was the start of
the ending for the word “Extreme.”
But not for the actual sports or the industries;
instead, everyone started making money doing
what they loved. Magazines, film companies,
athletes, team managers, manufacturers, and
career photographers all owe a lot to the rise
and commodification of Extreme. And even if
Extreme Skiing felt the need to shamefully
rebrand itself as Freeskiing or Big Mountain
Skiing, the concept remains the same.
Because when you’re riding the steepest,
most exposed pitch of your life, or dropping a cliff
you’ve been staring at for years, or hammering
just a tiny bit more speed out of your bike, or doing anything that pushes you higher, faster, harder

than ever before – that’s Extreme, always has
been. And that feeling of focus and adrenaline, of
fear and excitement, of peace and bliss, that is
what brought most of us to the Coast Mountains
in the first place, and that is what keeps us here.
So I hope you enjoy “The Supreme Extreme
Adrenaline Issue” and I assure you, this is not a
marketing gimmick. (Okay maybe a little bit, but
the people within these pages are all the real deal.)

–Feet Banks
Editor's Note – One of the nice things about
the staff of Mountain Life is we are not robots.
We are people, and as such, we screw up. So I’d
like to apologize to Tofino, BC, surfboard shaper
Stefan Aftanas for misspelling his name last
issue, although at least “Stefan F Tanis” sounds
the same when you read it aloud. As well, our
sincere apologies to Paul Beswetherick for
misquoting him in an article about XC ski racer
Nicki Murdoch. We had him describing her as
“a slinky” when in fact he meant the actual race
they were in was like a slinky, with each racer
swapping leads back and forth.
While ultimately the blame for any mistake
is mine alone, both stories were written by the
same author so to make it up to Paul and Stefan
this issue we sent her down to Vancouver to eat
insects. Check it out on page 86.
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upfront

The Keys to Reality
Ken Achenbach is a Canadian Snowboard legend who opened the world's first
exclusive snowboard shop (called, suitably, The Snoboard Shop) and, in 1989,
started the Camp of Champions, a summer snowboard camp that has expanded
to include mountain biking and skiing and now features the largest private terrain
park in the world. Six of the top seven men's halfpipe finalists at the 2010
Olympics were camp alumni.
In 1992 Ken published this article in Transworld Snowboarding and iconic
rider Craig Kelly listed it as his favourite piece of snowboard writing ever. To us,
Ken’s words sum up the feeling of snowboarding in those early years and
mountain living in general.
Now, nineteen years after it was published, we asked Ken to write an update
to reflect the changes in snowboarding and mountain culture. His response was
short and sweet, and awesomely extreme.

-Feet Banks

By Ken Achenbach
It’s kind of funny how you can go from
walking around with nothing but lint in your
pocket and being totally stoked, to walking
around with a pocket full of keys and being
totally bummed.
It starts out simply and seductively. I’ll
just get this car so I can snowboard more.
Wrong. Anything that lets you snowboard
more is a scam. It won’t let you snowboard
more because you ride every day and a car
can’t add days to the week.
“I’ll just get this little night job so I can
buy gas,” you hear yourself saying. There’s
another key. Then your job starts making
you miss sleep, so you can’t snowboard as
hard or as long as you used to. And you
need stuff to wear to work. You need a
place to change and store your stuff. Now
you have an address, that’s another key.
Soon you have to get a day job because
you’re not making enough money at night.
The keys start adding up.
Now that you have a job, girls know
you’re not a total loss and you end up with
a girlfriend. She wants you to hang with her
once in a while instead of going boarding all
the time. First, she gives you the key to her
heart, and then the key to her apartment.
That’s two more. You can’t give her the key
to your heart because snowboarding put a
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combination lock on it and only your snowboard knows the number.
Now you have a bunch of keys in your
pocket. They’re high-maintenance items.
You have to take care of them. They’re
weighing you down. Snowboarding is slowly
slipping away, and you don’t even notice.
One day, cruising to your full-time office
job that you had to get a few years back to
make payments on all your keys, you drive
past a guy on the corner with his thumb
out and a snowboard under his arm. While
speeding by you start thinking about the
guy you just passed. He looked like you
used to—snowboard and nothing else. As
you pull into the parking lot at work, you
can’t get the hitchhiker out of your head.
Your mind keeps wandering back. Pulling
all the keys out of your pocket and jingling
them, you think about what you really want
from life.
Running back to your car, you reverse
out of the parking lot and squeal a Rockford in the middle of the four-lane highway.
You’ve got to get away from your keys. You
begin throwing them out the window as you
blow down the highway. First to go is the
key to the door at work. Then you backhand
your girlfriend’s apartment key out the passenger window. Flick, there goes the key
to the storage unit, then the key to her car.
Flick, flick, flick. You feel better each time a

key flies out the window and goes bouncing
down the pavement at 100 mph. You don’t
even slow down for the tollbooth, paying
instead with the tossed key to your office
and the executive washroom. You only have
two keys left. You unlock your house, run
in, grab your snowboard, and dash out of
the house. You leave the key to your house
sitting in the lock to the front door. Whoever
finds the house open can take it, and all
your stuff. You don’t need it anymore. You
jump back into the car and start burning
rubber through all four gears back to the
highway where you saw the hitcher.
He’s still there. You slam on the brakes.
When he opens the car door, you look into
his eyes. It’s you. It’s the life you left behind
when you sold out.

Ken also co-owns Powder Mountain Catskiing, rides endless pow and tells bad jokes
all day. He says, "At least once a week
someone offers to buy Powder Mountain.
Anyone trying to figure out a dollar figure
that I'd trade for riding powder for the rest
of my life needn’t bother, even God doesn't
have enough money. If I wanted money I would
have gotten a job." The clincher is, when
Ken falls he never has to worry about his
keys jabbing into his thighs.
Powdermountaincatskiing.com
Campofchampions.com

Ken’s 2011 update
There's nothing to add to it. Nothing has changed.
Hahaha. I still feel that way. I have key code locks
on my house, and I have two keys: car and mailbox.
Most of the time my wife has the mailbox key.

- Ken

ABOVE AND BOTTOM: Ken, hard at work. MIKECRANEPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
LEFT: Ken, back in the day. DANO PENDYGRASSE PHOTO. BELOW: Whoever has the keys to this is stoked.
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Pioneering the Peak
Story and Photos by Brian Finestone
Picture yourself standing in the crowd at the
bottom of the Peak Chair, snowboard in hand,
no tracks visible from yesterday, just the lightly
airbrushed ripples contouring the dying moments
of last night’s storm. It’s early season but 30
centimetres of fresh fluff lie on the storm board
at Pig Alley and up above looks full of pockets
with three times that.
Imagine being the first to strap in and surf
those lines. Not the first today – the first person
ever. Someone had to be that guy, the first human
to stand sideways, sans poles, and drop in over
the cornice for the inaugural season of snowboarding on Whistler Mountain.
That someone was not one of the legendary
names from snowboarding’s infamous history
in Whistler. The first shred to legally make the
drop was an unknown lifty named Kevin Hodder
stationed at the new fixed-grip triple Peak Chair.
Snowboarding was permitted on the youthful
Blackcomb Mountain the season before but its
stodgy big brother, Whistler, was slow to warm to
the idea. The season of 1988 – 89 was the first
year the sport was allowed on both sides and
nobody really knew the boundaries of the sport.
“You’re not going to take that contraption
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up there, are you?” was the reaction from Whistler patrol legend Cal Fenwick as Kevin loaded
the chair with one foot strapped in. “Can you do
turns on that thing?” taunted another observer,
followed by, “Hey take a look at this kid, he’s
going up the peak on that tray, this should be
good!”

Carving turns on his Sims
Switchblade strapped onto
white high-top Sorel boots,
Kevin Hodder became the first
snowboarder to ride the Peak.
Hodder paid the old guard no heed and
proceeded to the Peak of Whistler Mountain. It
was November 1988 and the Peak was a different place. “Back in the day, getting into Whistler
Bowl was a lot more rugged,” Hodder remembers.
“Since then I think they’ve done some summer
blasting to create the smooth entrances you see
now. No one had been down there yet that season except the patrol; I slid into Whistler Bowl
and rode untracked silky powder all the way
down Shale Slope.” Carving turns on his Sims

Switchblade strapped onto white high-top Sorel
boots, Hodder became the first snowboarder to
ride the Peak. He was stoked.
Snowboarding in the ‘80s was in its infancy
at resorts and Whistler Mountain was poised to
allow the new fad on-hill that season for the first
time in order to keep up with the Joneses next
door – albeit reluctantly. “No one really knew
how to deal with snowboards and chairlifts,”
Hodder recalls. “We tried everything: one foot
strapped in, both feet, carrying, all of which
were a challenge when the fixed grip Peak Chair
launched you off at the steep top ramp. Worse
was trying your luck at the mid-offload ramp.”
An early adopter of the snowboard, Hodder the
lifty was probably also one of the first to switch
back to skiing as he moved into the world of
trail crew and ultimately patrol and ski guiding.
“There was no way snowboards were going to
be wholly embraced on the patrol so I went back
to the skis,” he says. When asked about the
likelihood of him getting back on a board, he
laughs and finishes, “Only if I can wear the old
pink and blue lifty uniform, a wide headband and
white Sorels. It would be our own version of Hot
Tub Time Machine!”
In snowboarding’s 23-year local history,
stranger things have happened.
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ABOVE: The author gets deflowered. BELOW LEFT & RIGHT: Ryan Oakden busting pow. BELOW CENTRE: Jonny Simms keeps it safe.
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Jonny Simms and Ryan Oakden picking cherries.

C h e r r y Po w d e r

&

Ryan Oakden. KARI MEDIG PHOTO.

B i g Fa t Fa c e S h o t s

A backcountry virgin finds love with the Whistler Alpine Steep Academy
By Will Edmondson
Photography by Todd Lawson
After over a decade of skiing and riding
the Coast Mountains, I’ve attended more
funerals from avalanches than overnight
trips in the backcountry – a sobering reality
but one that is probably quite common for
many Sea to Sky residents.
Sure, I’ve skied and ridden the heck out
of both Whistler and Blackcomb and ventured under the ropes on numerous occasions
to explore the pleasures of “near-country”
classics like Husume, Corona or the sassy
boot-pack up to the peak of Phalanx but
no denying it – local though I may be, my
backcountry experience is minimal.
And so it is that I find myself sweating
my way up another switchback skin track
somewhere north of Pemberton with Whistler
Alpine Steep Academy (WASA) guides Jonny
Simms and Ryan Oakden. It’s day two and
yes, the backcounty experience is full of
true snowy bliss and enlightenment but,
like anything worthwhile, there is a learning
curve involved.
“It’s all about footwork,” Jonny tells me.
I’ve been watching his skis on the switchbacks and working to mimic him, with some
success. I definitely move with more purpose and understanding than yesterday but
when you’re chicken-footing your splitboard
uphill through tight trees in deep snow and
doing 180º turns every few steps, that
learning curve can be steep. Almost as
steep as the vast untouched powder lines
waiting at the top, but the faster we get
there… I plow on.

Near the end of a challenging uphill
grind I pass the snow pit Jonny dug on the
first day to evaluate the snowfall. With his
impressive credentials – a trained Canadian
Avalanche Association professional and
ACMG guide – Jonny’s been guiding people
through some of BC’s most sought-after
terrain for the past 10 years. Couple that
with Ryan Oakden’s years of racing, competing in big mountain comps, and skiing for
the cameras as a professional freeskier and
lover of deep powder lines, and there’s no
doubt I’m in good hands.
Overly warm, tired, but exhilarated and
awestruck at the empty swaths of rugged
peaks and glistening powder, I can see
Ryan dissecting the mountain face – eyeing up some aggressive terrain for us to
consume. After knocking off almost 4000
vertical feet of skiing/climbing on day one –
topped with a set of steep, grade 4 switchbacks back to the cabin that had me happily
cursing them both under my breath – Jonny
and Ryan know my skill level and my limits
and today they intend to push both of them.
The top is quiet and still. A cold wind
sneaks into the sweat beneath my jacket as
I strap in. All my senses are on alert, working as one to offer a feeling of connection
to the landscape, to the experience. Without
thinking, my breath comes a bit slower,
deeper and more connected. As I swish
my way forward through the snow, my legs,
arms and breath start to work in unison.
“Dropping…”
Deep, dry, champagne snow gives way
effortlessly as I float downwards gaining
speed and straining to see through the

window of blowing powder my last turn
produced. Floating pillows hug my knees
as the displaced snow enters my nostrils
and chills my teeth – exposed from the big
shit-eating grin – all this in a split-second of
one turn. One of many.
“Great line,” Ryan offers at the bottom, before returning his steely gaze to the horizon.
The beauty here (aside from the obvious), is
that there are no others in sight, no lifts to
ride, no lines to cue up in, and no presence
of a corporate entity chasing my dollars.
My under-experienced backcountry
goals may have been set at carving open
the mountains, finding the rush, and plowing through as much pow as possible but
the experience had deepened. For myself
– someone who had spent years in the
mountains playing the edge – this felt like a
homecoming, an arrival. It was the full ride,
all encompassing: the cabin, the journey,
the hiking, the breath, and of course the
lines and lines of deep, endless powder.
The last run of the last day is an allout Chinese Downhill though mellow trees.
Jonny and Ryan giggle as they carve their
way homeward. I take time to reflect but can
only come up with giddiness and childish
puns. I want to thank the boys for my introduction to backcountry bliss. It WASA trip I
won’t soon forget.
Whistler Alpine Steep Academy (WASA)
offers everything from introductory courses to
serious ski mountaineering trips with ropes
and crevasses and all the real Supreme
Extreme stuff. wasaskiing.com
To see some video of the WASA crew in
action go to mountainlifemag.ca
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OMNI-HEAT

THE FUTURE OF

WARMTH
AVAILABLE AT:
Columbia Store
Gatehouse Building,
Whistler Village 604.932.4106
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Columbia Kids
Blackcomb Daylodge,
Blackcomb Base 604.938.7737

backyard

In-Bounds
Extreme
Big air is king because getting noticed never goes out of style
By Feet Banks
Very few skiers or snowboarders start out in the backcountry. For most of us, it’s a
slow progression on the local ski hills as we go from sliding on our faces and asses to
sideslipping the steep pitches to getting the hang of it and finally ripping.
Somewhere along the line, we get a little airtime and acquire a taste for it – soon, a
little becomes more and more.
Here in the Coast Mountains our terrain is unparalleled but big air fiends are also
able to thrive because the people calling the shots on the local hills aren’t afraid of a
good huck now and again.
“As long as it isn’t closed for avy you can ski or ride anywhere you want in the confines of the boundaries,” Says WB public relations man Ryan Proctor before adding that
while the actual cliffs getting dropped are the same ones as ten or fifteen years ago, the
kids doing the dropping are not.
“The younger riders see things differently,” he says. “Now we’re seeing switch 180’s
off some of the old classics. The landscape won’t change but the kids do and so do
their imaginations.”
To celebrate the past, present and future of on-hill extreme, Mountain Life takes a
closer look at some of Whistler Blackcomb’s classic airs.

idiot's way Whistler Mountain
Skier Matt Elliott
Photo Andrew Bradley
Mountain Life contributor Andrew Bradley – “Shooting
on the ski hill is my favourite, always has been. The inbounds terrain is unreal and everyone charges. Unlike
shooting in the backcountry there is very little set up,
ski patrol do great AC work, and I'm on my boards all
day. I only shoot lines and airs that my friends would
be skiing regardless of the camera, very real, and there
is little or no discussion or downtime. I mostly ski with
Matt Elliott, one of Whistler’s best big-air junkies, and
the day we shot this was a classic ‘Code Blue’ big pow
day. We hopped off Peak chair and Matt said he was
headed for Idiot’s Way Out (looker’s left of Jordan,
above the Waterfall) so I ripped some deep pow turns
down to the Peak chair line-up, the best vantage-point
for the show. I barely had my camera out and Matt was
up top ready. It’s a very committing line but with no hesitation Matt skied in, dropped huge air, stomped it as
usual, made two turns and launched a massive 360º
off the Waterfall cliffband below. The crowd went wild.
Then we met at Big Red chair and kept on
shredding all day."
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Air Jordan
Whistler Mountain
Skier Matt Elliott
Photo Sam McRae

Anyone who’s ever been in the Peak chair
line-up on a big snow day knows Air Jordan,
Whistler’s most legendary cliff drop.
Merely a hundred yards looker’s right
of the Peak chair, Air Jordan is a healthy
vertical drop onto a steep ledge barely
large enough to allow one speed check
turn before it drops off again, this time
over a solid 40 feet of steeply sloped
jagged rocks. Not really the kind of terrain
compatible with second thoughts.
“I think it was around 1985,” say Jordan
Williams, the first person to drop in on the
big double. “I’d been hiking and skiing the
Peak since I was a kid and looking at that
particular drop for probably ten years. In
the end I did it to impress a girl,” he adds
with a grin. “Sometimes you need that
extra little boost.”
Jordan, who still coaches ski racing
locally, admits he didn’t clean the landing
on his first attempt but went back a week
later and greased it, all on a pair of 210-cm
GS skis.
These days, the cliff delivers some
of Whistler’s best unofficial marketing –
there are 52 video clips of it on YouTube
(most including the now almost mandatory
“Third Step” cliff below it in the trees) –
and it’s a must-hit for big air lovers from
around the world. Twenty-six years after
Jordan Williams first sent it, Air Jordan
still delivers.
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Skier : Yasuyuki Kawasaki
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Extreme Support
Compression Taping Socks

impact protection
(impact vest only)

Made in JAPAN

THE RESCUE BUBBLE SLED

Reliable, innovative rescue equipment for the backcountry.
W E S T

C O A S T

F I N E

A R T

MARK RICHARDS
GALLERY

RESCUE

An artist owned and operated
gallery featuring original works.
Meet the ar tist daily.
w w w.markrichardsgaller y.com
604.932.1911 | Hilton Whistler Resort and Spa

BUBBLE

PACK FOR ADVENTURE - BE PREPARED FOR ANYTHING. The Rescue
Bubble is a compact sled specifically designed to save you precious time
and energy in the event of a mountain rescue situation. Built with carefully
selected materials that provide extreme durability and weather protection,
the Rescue Bubble creates minimal friction when moving over snow and
ice. No assembly or additional parts required; simply lace, secure and
you will be on the move quickly. Every journey into the backcountry holds
untracked possibilities. FEEL SAFE. BE SAFE. Check out full specs online.

www.rescuebubble.com
info@rescuebubble.com
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tower 27
Whistler Mountain
Skier Ian McIntosh
Photo Bruce Rowles
There’s something glorious about hucking
beside the gondola but Ian McIntosh, pictured here sending Tower 27, wasn’t thinking
about the audience.
“This was a few years back,” he remembers.
“I had skied a mellow day on Blackcomb and
at the bottom I hear Moss Patterson calling
my name from the Longhorn patio. ‘I’m waiting for Rowlesy’ he says, ‘we’re gonna go hit
27.’ So I joined him for a few minutes, and
then up we went. I was just gonna watch but
Moss threw a big 360 and almost pulled it off
so I figured I better follow my bro…”
“It was a rowdy era back then,” McIntosh
adds. “Shit was going down on the mountain
and guys were up there every day really going for
it and making a name for themselves. Now
it’s more sleds and backcountry but those

were times that shouldn’t be forgotten. The
mountain was it back then.”
And of course, to be riding the Village
Gondola and see a skier flying through the
air at almost eye level is something quite
memorable as well.

the windlip
Blackcomb Mountain
RIDER Doug Lundgren
Photo Guy Motil
Legendary Whistler photographer Dano Pendygrasse – “It’s hard to remember a time before
parks, before backcountry cheese wedges
and snowmobiles but there was an era when
you literally just rode around the mountain and
hit what was available. And what was available
in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s was fairly limited
in terms of size. Except for the Windlip. Back
then there was no cat road out to it, just a
terrifying little boot pack through the steeps
that we called ‘sketchy traverse.’ The Windlip
had everything going for it – it was right there
beside the ski resort, got a ton of snow, occurred totally naturally, and had as much in-run
and landing as you wanted. It was perfect.
When the word got out, every pro in the world
who was pushing the limits of the sport made
a pilgrimage to Blackcomb to give the Windlip
a try. It was like a rite of passage to huck your
meat into the sky at full speed and when the
conditions were good there was always a crowd.
Even today if you look at the footage that ended
up in so many of the best snowboard films of
the era, the Windlip looks big.
It doesn't seem to grow the same these
days and the landing has become a high traffic zone for the Gore-texed throngs hiking and
skinning out to the Blackcomb sidecountry,
but for a few years there, the Windlip was the
best and biggest jump in the world.”
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Beside Nester’s Market in Squamish Station
604 892 9092
squamish@vpo.ca

SNOWMOBILE
STREET BIKE
DIRT BIKE
ATV
LANDSCAPING EQUIPEMENT
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
www.revolutiondistribution.ca • 604-905-7733
info@revolutiondistribution.ca • open 6 days/week
#10-1212 Alpha Lake Rd, Whistler, BC. V0N 1B1
Photo by Dan Galic. Rider Wilson Prewitt.
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The Need for Speed
By Feet Banks

“You wanna race?"
The urge to race is naturally in us. As little kids vying for schoolyard
supremacy it was always a race – to the fence and back, or maybe
around the school – “last one there is a rotten egg!”
We’ve been racing about as long as we’ve had legs. Racing away
from the sabre-toothed tiger, sprinting in those first Olympics, racing
to the North and South Poles, or the moon.
We’ll race a hot rod Lincoln against a Ford Model T but also horses,
pigeons, bikes, boats, sleds, skis, boards and almost anything else
that moves. In Vancouver every summer they even race wiener dogs.
Of course, as we evolve so do our races and things have gotten pretty extreme – on the Dave Murray Downhill skiers can reach
speeds of 135 km/hour and winning by a few hundredths of a second
converts to mere inches. New technology (and pharmaceuticals)

allow us to go faster, harder and for longer durations but the body
can only do so much. Last issue I spoke with an endurance racer
named Eddie Vincent who said, “I used to train for marathons and
now I race marathons to train for ultra-marathons. It’s all mental really.”
If racing is mental it should be easier to figure out why we do
it. Mountain Life spoke to five local racers in five decidedly different
formats to get the inside scoop on why they do it, how they do it, and
what it takes to make a career out of not wanting to be the “rotten
egg.” Ed's raced 100 KM through the Amazon Basin and completed
the Marathon de Sables, 6 Marathons in 6 days through the Sahara
Desert.

The Head-to-Head

Snowboard Cross is highly technical speed
racing with an old-school ethos – four at
a time, first one to cross the line wins.
Boardercross was pioneered on Blackcomb
Mountain in the early 1990s and West Vancouver’s Maelle Ricker is the current Olympic
champion, taking gold on home soil in the
2010 Winter Games.
Mountain Life – Does it feel more natural to
race against other people rather than just
the clock?
Maelle – I like both ways. We do qualifying
runs alone and then race with traffic in the
finals. However, when I’m out freeriding I
hate being around other people. I’ll sit and
wait for the crowd to clear so I can have a
run to myself.
ML – How does it feel to win a big race like
the Olympics?
Maelle – It feels pretty good. When I think
about some of the races I’ve won my heart
rate goes up and I get chills. I also feel like
it gives back to all the work and time the
coaches and staff put in.

Maelle leads the pack. © FIS/Oliver Kraus photos.

I still have a hard time describing what it was
like to win the Olympics. I fell on my first qualifying run. I’ve never been so nervous – my
legs were shaking, I couldn’t think. Dropping
into my second qualifier I couldn’t visualize
the course. It was a horrifying moment, the
pressure of being a hometown chance. But
as cheesy as it sounds I didn’t win that race,
Canada won that race, and that is what makes
the Olympics different from any World Cup or
X-Games.
ML – Is it addictive?

Maelle – Yes. Winning a race is like completing
a puzzle. It’s addictive to keep racing, but
it’s also a habit.
ML – Why do you think people have the
intrinsic urge to race?
Maelle – Maybe it goes back to some sort
of survival instinct. Even on a powder day
I want to be early in the lift line to get the
fresh lines. I get in a bit of a panic when I’m
strapping into my board and all the skiers are
cruising by. It’s all a bit silly. In some ways I
envy the people who can truly not care.
WINTER/SPRING 2011
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Look like fun? Hit up bcbikerace.com PHOTOS COURTESY BC BIKE RACE.

The Multi-Stage
Endurance Race
Big races don’t organize themselves. The BC Bike Race is a sevenstage mountain bike epic that covers some of the best singletrack
riding in British Columbia. Beginning on Vancouver Island the weeklong course crosses over to the Sunshine Coast before hitting the
North Shore and finally ending up in Whistler. For many of the
500 annual competitors it’s more of a biking holiday than a race,
a chance to see some stunning BC scenery and meet like-minded
people – but don’t be fooled, there are core racers in there flying
through the 50–70-kilometre stages at a World Cup pace.
Dean Payne is the president of the BC Bike Race and his job is
to make sure the person in last place is having as much fun as the
one in first.
ML – Why do you think people have this built-in desire to race
each other?
Dean – People are goal oriented. We have a competitive nature in all
of us. Once you put a race plate on the front of your bike, it changes
your ride. I’ve seen it, we’ve set courses that people on a normal
Sunday would never finish – they would pack it in and go get a coffee.
When there is a finish line and other people around going for it, we
push way beyond our limits.
ML – What are the biggest challenges in organizing a huge race
that travels from town to town?
Dean – I guess moving our existence from spot to spot. We are a
traveling circus really. In BC, all the best trails are built around towns,
not between them. So people aren’t racing from one community to
the next so much as racing around one, then we transport everyone
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and their bikes to the next great spot. This way we get more singletrack than logging road but it’s a logistical scramble. We have over
100 paid crew that work with local trail organizers. We serve over
10,000 meals that week, set up 265 tents each night for racers to
sleep in. Our event is in and out of a town in 24 hours. We basically
take over the ferry at Earl’s Cove and racers walk off, onto their bikes
and go. Eighty percent of our effort is the off-bike logistics.
ML – If you could race anyone in history in any format who would
it be?
Dean – I’d race my business partner (and former Mountain Bike
Olympian) Andreas Hestler on hockey skates on the Rideau Canal
in Ottawa.

THERE ARE MANY CHOICES
IN SQUAMISH ...
the right real estate professional
should be your first decision.
contact
604.898.5904 or 1-888-931-0022
blacktuskrealty.com
#3 – 1900 garibaldi Way
po box 640 garibaldi highlands bc V0n 1t0

Motoring:
Racing with RPM
Born-and-raised Pemberton local Justin Davies
raced Snowboard Cross as a kid and is a wellknown freerider but lately he’s been finding his
thrills behind the wheel. Justin races stock cars on
the 1/3-mile dirt track at the Pemberton Speedway
and also partakes in the infamous 4X4 rally every
spring. There’s a heater in his truck, and a stereo, but the only music Justin hears is four pistons
banging and that keeps things plenty hot.

For more Britt check out brittjanyk.com PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.

Gravity and the Clock
Whistler Mountain Ski Club veteran Britt Janyk has racing in her
DNA. In Downhill, Giant Slalom and Super G she has one World
Cup victory, 25 top ten finishes and 13 Canadian National Championship titles. Britt’s grandfather was a ski racer and pioneer
who built North America’s first two-seater chairlift in 1949 on
Vancouver’s Grouse Mountain. Her mother raced for the Canadian
Alpine team in the 1960s and her younger brother also skis at the
elite World Cup level. Britt races a clock and her times are stacked
up against the other racers, the best in the world. The fastest time
wins and just fractions of a second often separate the winner from
her closest combatants.
ML – Skiing is a real family affair for you. Did you race in other
sports as a kid?
Britt Janyk – I didn't start ski racing until I was 11. Before that I just
skied secret trails through the trees, having a blast with my parents
and brother and sister. Growing up I did other sports too – gymnastics, played soccer at a high level, tennis, volleyball, basketball and
track and field. I went to the BC Summer Games for track and field.
I think I just loved striving for excellence in anything I did.
ML – Talk about racing the clock.
Britt – I am competing against lots of other girls but yeah, when I
am on the course it’s just me and the course. The challenge is to
really execute my race run, to take what I saw in inspection and
visualize myself skiing my fastest run on the track. What I do is
assess my run internally once I cross the finish line before I look
at the clock and then I can see if the two match up.

ML – Are there similarities to dropping into a big
line on a snowboard and sitting there at the start
line revving the engine?
Justin – Absolutely. It’s all about looking as far
ahead as possible and picking your line before
anyone else.
ML – What do you like most about motorized racing?
Justin – When I’m in the truck racing in a twoday checkpoint rally I have a co-pilot so the thrill
of having someone scream directions at you while
driving as fast as possible gets the adrenaline
pumping. As soon as you cross the finish line you
just want to keep going.
In the stock car I just scream at myself, but
it's fun because it’s all me, no one else to blame.
ML – How much of the fun comes from the
mechanical side, building and modifying the
vehicles?
Justin – A lot. That is where the budget comes in
and no one really has one so you get creative and
mix and match and whether it is the night before
or the morning of it’s always fun to get together
with buddies. Even the competition will help you
out, lend parts or whatever, just to have more cars
on the track. It would be the same in snowboarding – if you break a binding someone would step
up and give you a binding so you can get out and
throw down your run.
ML – Why do you think humans are hardwired to
race each other?
Justin – I guess the urge to go faster, further, higher
is what drives us. Or maybe it’s because we are a
race ourselves – the human race.

"When I am on I feel unstoppable and that
directly correlates to how much more I risk
on the course." – Britt Janyk
ML – Racers train hard and need to be in top physical shape but
how much of it is mental?
Britt – I would say the mental aspect of racing is a very big factor.
A race can be won or lost with mental focus. When I am on I feel
unstoppable and that directly correlates to how much more I risk
on the course, how much more relaxed I am. Then I can let my
best skiing come through.
ML– Is racing addictive?
Britt– Very addictive! And when you win one race you want to
win them all but what I remember most, whenever I have won, is
looking back at the process it took to get there, all the hard work
and dedication.
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Justin wants to thank Terry Blundell for all the help keeping his truck flying high.
RICH GLASS PHOTO.

There’s no place like home.

Danielle MENZEL
Pemberton’s Local Real Estate Connection

LivePemberton.com

Phone: 604.894.1333 | Fax: 604.894.5176
TF: 1.877.242.2448 | danielle@wrec.com
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COME CATCH
SOME AIR!

Experience Your Own
Scenic Flightseeing
Adventure Today
From Just

99

$

per person

Vancouver Harbour

Vancouver International Airport

helijet.com 1.800.987.4354

Grouse Mountain

backcountry snowcat
skiing & boarding

nelson, british columbia

B A L D FA C E . N E T
I N F O @ B A L D FA C E . N E T
250-352-0006

artistprofile

Hell-Bent

for Leather
Blood, Sweat and Rawhide

– Love Jules Leather –

By Feet Banks
“I hate purses with all of my heart,” says Whistler artist Julia Vagelatos. The
usually soft-spoken 28-year-old is the one-woman force behind Love Jules
Leather, specializing in one-of-a-kind belts and the increasingly popular,
purse-replacing fanny pack.
“It’s very much my mission,” Jules adds, “The fanny-pack revolution.
I think it’s coming close. It really is a better way to not lose your wallet.”
Jules handcrafts custom lambskin and cowhide fanny packs to aid her
cause but she’s also gaining notice for her incredibly detailed leather belts
combining unique illustrations with old-school leatherworking techniques.
“I was in art school in Halifax, Nova Scotia,” Jules recalls, “and to pay
the rent I apprenticed with an old leathersmith. He was super traditional,
knife sheaths and cowboy stuff, but he taught me all the basics, which he
was extremely skilled at. I definitely had a different approach though. At
lunch, when I'd be working on my own designs he would just look over my
shoulder and say, ‘I don’t get it.’“
Jules’ designs range from stunning pastel belts etched with crows or
hot-air balloons to pirate ships and sea monsters, to a set of six shooters
on the hip, no license required. Each belt is hand-drawn, hand cut, hand
dyed and, apart from brass buckles sought out online and in every thrift
store she’s ever entered, totally handmade.
“Leather is a really amazing medium. It takes to any kind of impression,”
Jules says. “And the tools are rudimentary, all done by hand, you cut the
rawhide with a blade attached to a wooden handle, no modern technology
here.”
It’s demanding work requiring incredible stamina and hand strength to
do for long time periods. “I slip with the exacto-knife sometimes,” Jules
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ABOVE and FAR RIGHT INSET, DARBY MAGILL
PHOTOGRAPHY. Other photos by LOVE JULES.

admits, “but other than my hands being covered in dye, 90 percent of my life
it isn’t that bad.”
With help from her family and Toronto-accountant-turned-Whistler-ski-bum
boyfriend Joshua Blodans, Jules spent three months last autumn focusing
solely on creating inventory and selling at big Christmas art and craft fairs in
Toronto, Vancouver and here at home.
“We had to make 600 pieces in three months,” Jules admits, “so it was seven
days a week and 12-20 hours a day. We never left the studio for three months,
even missed opening day on the mountains.”
And there’s the kicker. “Originally I wanted the leather work to finance my
fine-art career,” Jules says, “but actually the whole reason Josh and I did all
that work is to pay for our skiing addictions.”
As well as having product in 13 retailers in BC, the Love Jules online shop
reads like a personal journal with insights into each piece of art and humorous
asides including a lament on Jules not knowing enough gangsta rappers to help
her convince old friends in Nova Scotia that the West Coast is the best coast.
“I take a lot of inspiration from nature and animals,” Jules explains. “I love
natural textures. Growing up in the mountains that is just where the eye falls.”
Her Whistler roots and natural style also helped Jules score a collaboration
with Canada’s top Surf company, Sitka. “They really dug what Jules does,”
Josh says, “and of course we love their hoodies, plaids and gear, so the opportunity to design stuff for them has been amazing.” The Love Jules/Sitka
belt, fringe necklace, woven shirt and headbands will be available this fall.
But even with the big sales trips behind and a winter of powder turns ahead
Jules is still not resting on her laurels. Besides the usual artist conundrum
of how to increase production without going overseas and losing your soul,
she and Josh have done stints as vegetarians and the eco-conscious side of
leatherworking sometimes digs at them.
“Leather is a byproduct of our food industry,” Jules says, with a hint of
frustration. “Some people don’t understand that cattle are killed for meat and
any hide that makes it to the tannery is like recycling a waste product, it's not
like fur.”
“But even so,” Josh adds. “We’re talking to local hunters who hunt elk
and moose and deer, sustenance hunting. They often just leave the hides out
in the bush. Rather than go to China looking for factories I think Jules will
head the other direction and source more leather close to home and keep it
handcrafted here in Whistler.”
“And if we have to get part-time jobs and I go back to working at the Rim
Rock, then so be it,” Jules says with a shrug.
So long as she’s skiing and doesn’t ever have to carry a purse, you get the
feeling Julia Vagelatos will be just fine.

Lovejules.ca
WINTER/SPRING 2011
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Karen Vagelatos

TRAVIS
R IC E

Real Estate Agent

Karen Vagelatos has made it to the top without chairlifts.
Her hard work and desire to succeed allows her to excel as
one of Whistler’s most knowledgable realtors.

QUI KS I LVE R
STORE
C RYSTA L
LOD G E
WH I ST LE R
VI LLAG E
6 0 4.938 .77 1 3

Phone: 604.905.2820
Cell: 604.902.2520
Email: karen@wrec.com
WHISTLER BOWL AUG 1963 - PRIOR TO SKI LIFTS

qs_mountain_life_ad.indd 1

The corridor’s only “New and Used” sports store,
“Buy or Sell” quality gear and apparel.
Sports Consignment
Samples and Clear-out Merchandise
We specialize in all outdoor pursuits
and team sports with great prices.
Bike, Hike, Paddle, Camp, Soccer,
Hockey, Ski, Board and more...
Bike Tune-Ups and Maintenance
Done Here!
Located on the corner
of 2nd and Pemberton St,
Downtown Squamish
1-604-892-9259
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Blond ambition
Eliel Hindert brings new energy to skiing

By Mike Berard
Twenty-one-year-old Eliel Hindert does things his own way. Nowhere is this more evident
than in the webisode 10 Years. In the short video, released last March by the filmmakers at Dendrite Studios, Hindert’s skiing talents are paralleled with the uber-creative
Chris Turpin. With technically difficult tricks off large airs, big mountain switch skiing
and unique line choices, the blond-locked and energetic Eliel Hindert manages to hold
his own against the decade-older (and much more experienced) Turpin. It would seem
Hindert is gaining a reputation for a creative outlook. It’s a way he knows well.
Born and raised in Salt Lake City, Utah, Hindert was skiing by age two and followed
a strange progression from cross-country to snowboarding to telemark, and finally
freeskiing at the age of 12. “The cross-country and telemarking was all based around
my dad’s love of the backcountry and detest for resorts,” Eliel remembers. “He even
cut my brand new snowboard in half and slapped on one of the first Voile split setups.
It was fun as hell but weighed more than I did. Although it prevented me from a formal
ski education this all gave me a great respect for the backcountry and all the dangers
that go with it.”
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After finally getting a bargain pair of discoloured
Salomon 1080’s, the mountain really opened up
for Hindert. He spent his teenage years attending
Catholic high school in the Mormon state (with 34
“unexplained absent” days in senior year) bookended by summers spent working as a porter and
guide in Jackson. All along, he kept focused on
what he really wanted. “After school, my parents
forced me out of the home state, so I looked for the
best university town with good shredding nearby.
Vancouver won.”
Hindert spent the last winter skiing with the
Dendrite crew, splitting his time between Utah and
Whistler. It didn’t take long for him to make his mark.
“He’s like a bouncy ball and full of positive energy,”
remarks 2008 IFSA World Champion freeskier Brett
Crabtree. “He’s got an all-around silky-smooth style
with a eye for the new wave of skiing. I’ve seen him
take some massive hits and bounce back up laughing, saying how much he loves it, only to get back
up there and try it again.”
Nicolas Teichrob, Dendrite co-owner and cinematographer, sees the same enthusiasm in Hindert.
“Brain Damage Air is 70 feet high and Eliel hit it
twice, crashing hard both times. When he gets
back to the sleds, he is always stoked. He goes
big, but he also tries new tricks while doing so. The
kid has foresight.”
Education has battled hard with the ski life
for Hindert’s attention but, with his appearance in

Dendrite’s Out of the Shadows last autumn and a
recent nomination for “Best Breakout Performance”
at the Powder Video Awards, the skiing seems to be
winning the battle. It’s a promising start for someone
who is clearly doing it for the right reasons. “El's
biggest strength is his eagerness to get out there
and have fun,” Teichrob adds. “The guy is stoked.
He loves to be in the mountains.”
Eliel admits that the quest for fun dictates
everything for him, on slope and off, but he recently
asked his father why his journey to skiing was so
convoluted.
“I asked him, ‘Why not a race or moguls program,
why not gymnastics for better air sense?’”
His father responded, “El, I wanted you to love
skiing for the rest of your life.”
Thus far, it seems Mr. Hindert did a damn fine job.
To check out the 10 Years webisode go to
Mountainlifemag.ca

andrew strain photos.
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By Jane Carrico

One of humanity’s oldest artifacts,
excavated from the ruins of a
neolithic town site in Turkey, is
an 8000-year-old scrap of hemp
cloth. For the past century however, the potential of this ancient
fibre has languished in the shadows.
The oil-based plastics industry,
along with wood-fibre paper
producers, played a major role in
keeping industrial hemp all but
banished from the modern world

Photo Courtesy Steve Allin.
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but some home builders in British Columbia,
inspired by a commitment to sustainability, are
pushing it back into the light and charting the
course to a new homegrown industry.
Bowen Island builder Jayeson Hendyrsan
built his own home with “hempcrete,” a lightweight form of concrete made from hemp’s
tough inner-stem core mixed with other natural
materials – hydraulic lime, clay, sand and a small
amount of Portland cement. “Anybody can build
with hempcrete,” Hendyrsan insists, by using a
low-tech cement mixer, bucket and wheelbarrow.
Starting with traditional timber-framing techniques he began filling rebar-reinforced wall
pockets with hempcrete. Once the walls set, the
forms are popped off and re-used and a finishing
layer of hemp plaster is applied. Hendyrsan also
makes his own paint, a surprisingly easy process involving powdered lime, water and natural
earth pigments.
The result is a house that is beautiful, environmentally friendly, cost effective, low maintenance, exceptionally soundproof, fireproof, insect
and rat resistant, waterproof, dry-rot proof,

earthquake resistant and, if materials are
sourced locally, carbon neutral.
Like natural fabrics, hempcrete walls can
breathe and therefore act as a passive air conditioning and filtering system that generates superior indoor air quality and prevents mold. The
hemp walls also act as insulation and can maintain an even interior temperature.
“We feel different when we are surrounded
by natural non-toxic materials,” Hendyrsan says,
noting that guests in his hemp home often admit
to not wanting to leave.
Straw bale, cob, cordwood, brick and concrete
construction techniques can also be translated
straight over to hemp and while some modern
hemp building techniques have gained traction
in Europe, the process is only just beginning to
catch on in British Columbia (see sidebar p. 46).
Learn more at
hempcrete.ca
or check out the excellent
book Building With Hemp
by Steve Allin at
Hempbuilding.com

Photos Courtesy Jayeson Hendyrsan.

Whistler

Now carrying men’s and
women’s eco-fashions.

HEMP • BAMBOO • ORGANIC COTTON
SOY • REUSED MATERIALS
On the Whistler Village Stroll, next to Garfs

604 938 1420
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A number of myths about
hemp need busting.
• First is that hemp and its notoriously sexed-up cousin, marijuana,
are the same lady. Both are cannabis sativa, but the THC levels are so
much lower in hemp you’d have to smoke a whole acre before the
effects of a joint of high-grade marijuana could be duplicated.
• Another common one is that marijuana growers would find a field
of industrial hemp the perfect place to hide an illicit crop. The reality
is that cross-pollination between the two varieties would render both
plants infertile.
• It’s said that hemp will grow anywhere, without pesticides or fertilizers,
but the truth is that hemp grows best where all farmed crops thrive
– on agricultural land with good soil, irrigation and generous organic
fertilizer.

And a couple of interesting facts.
• Two acres of pasture land can grow enough hemp to build an average-size three-bedroom home although under current Health Canada
regulations, you must have at least ten contiguous acres to qualify for
a license to grow it. Smaller crop-size regulations would make it easier
for the hemp industry to flourish.
• In 1941, Henry Ford built a car out of resin-stiffened hemp that ran
on hemp-made ethanol. In 2008, Lotus followed suit, using hemp in
the design of the Eco Elise, probably the greenest car on the market.
Regardless of where one falls in the global warming debate, it’s a provable fact that the oil industry is toxic and highly polluting. In contrast,
growing hemp absorbs more carbon dioxide and emits more oxygen
than any other plant.

Hemp in British Columbia.
The district of 100 Mile House deserves credit for leading the charge
into the 21st century by supporting the hemp fibre industry. Building on
their existing reputation as the log home construction capital of North
America, they have partnered with the Canim Lake Band and the University of Manitoba's Biosystem Engineering Department to grow hemp
for sustainable and eco-friendly building materials.
Six years into the project, the area has 85 acres devoted to industrial
hemp but needs a proper fibre processing facility and major investment
to get off the ground.
In November of 2010, the district hosted an Industrial Hemp Green
Building Conference. Among the presenters was First Nations agribusiness development specialist Jammi Kumar who said, “I’m seeing
this as an industry being led by First Nations in B.C.”
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Base Camp Never
Felt so Good
Coast Blackcomb Suites is located slopeside on Blackcomb Mountain,
offering a unique lodge-style setting in Whistler. Your Coast Blackcomb
Suites stay includes:

Complimentary buffet breakfast
Spacious suites with full kitchens
Ski In/ Ski Out access
Authentic Mountain Experience
COASTBLACKCOMBSUITES.COM

I

1-800-783-8133
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JUST LIKE THE KOOTENAYS...

...LESS HIPPIES.
Discover real alpine at Whitecap. Located at the interface
of the Coastal and Southern Chilcotin Mountain Ranges,
the climate here is blessed with the confluence of the cold
interior air flow and the moisture off the Pacific Ocean,
which results in amazingly deep, dry, powder snow.
Check it.

whitecapalpine.ca
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1. Searching in a Squall

S.O.S.
Saving Our… Asses
By Todd Lawson
When accidents happen in the Coast Mountains, Search & Rescue members
risk their lives to save others, no matter what. To honour the dedication
and work of our local teams Mountain Life has compiled a few of the more
gnarly rescue tales from the past forty years. Remember, anyone can try
to be extreme and do crazy stuff but putting your life on the line to haul a
stranger’s ass out of a dangerous predicament is the real deal – Supreme
Extreme!

Whistler Mountain, January 1972.
A sudden storm came roaring up the valley leaving a whiteout in its wake.
It swallowed Whistler instantly, shrinking visibility to zero, like a blanket
pulled over the peak. Then the bad news broke. Four skiers were missing
on Whistler Mountain, last seen in late afternoon at the top of the Alpine
T-Bar. Without haste a “completely unorganized” search party was formed
involving more than 100 people – and not one radio.
“We managed the Highland Lodge at the time,” said long-time Whistler
local Cliff Jennings, who was one of the first on scene. “When the skiers
went missing, a snow squall hit so hard we couldn't see the highway which
was only 25 metres away.” With zero communication, zero visibility and
zero organization the search was running on hope, but the brave 100 were
hell-bent on finding the lost four. Up the mountain they went, relentlessly
the storm pounded down.
Jennings wasn't scared. He knew the mountain very well by then, but
worried about other searchers trying to negotiate the ghostly terrain. “It
was amazing that nobody [in the search party] was seriously injured,” he
said.
Amidst the fury of blowing snow and wind, Jim McConkey noticed he
was suddenly traversing in an area with much less snow, indicating a recent
avalanche. Even the efforts of one hundred dedicated humans can’t
reverse an avalanche – the storm gods had claimed four more. The bodies
were found under the cornices in what was then known as the Back Bowls
(now Harmony Bowl). Heavy snowfall hindered the retrieval and it was
another two days before the bodies came down the mountain.
The only positive was that the 1972 tragedy resulted in the formation
of The Whistler Search & Rescue, whose unflinching members have been
an integral part of mountain rescues ever since. Cliff Jennings has been a
Whistler SAR member for 39 years.

2. Out on a Limb
Blackcomb Mountain, April 16, 1988.
Rescuing people safely using helicopters requires three key elements:
ingenuity, bravery and skill. All three of these were called upon during a
daring rescue when a female parapanter lost control just off Gearjammer
and slammed into a snag 70 feet up a tree and helplessly tangled her lines
with the chute flapping below. Lucky for her, Wayne “Wango” Flann came
to the rescue.
Flann was the expert of the ingenious – but still mostly untested – helicopter longline rescue technique or HETS (Human External Transport System) and he’d been practicing the art for more than a year. This, however,
was to be his first live rescue, and the first-ever performed on Blackcomb
Mountain. Flann needed to be sharp.
“The big concern was flying in there because I thought the old snag
was gonna snap off,” said Flann, who started training with HETS as a
paramedic in 1987, and has been a SAR member for 15 years.
“In those days we were using a Bell 206 helicopter, not the greatest
machine for longlining. I had to fly in and secure the chute with rope so it
wouldn't get re-inflated by the prop wash and possibly break the tree with
the woman falling to the ground. When I secured her to my harness while
still attached to the tree, it wasn't a great feeling.”
Flann wasted no time. He cut the cords and the heli pilot, who had now
lost some feeling in his feet from hovering for such a long time, yanked
them upwards.
The high-flying rescue took just over 20 minutes and the subject had
no injuries other than a sore arm.
“At least I got a six-pack of beer out of it,” said Flann, who has since
performed 75 missions in 24 years using the HETS system.
The next day the tree was felled to retrieve the chute and it blew apart
upon impact.

She lost her chute but not her skis. PHOTO COURTESY WAYNE FLANN.
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A glimpse at the power of Callaghan Creek. PHIL TIFO PHOTO.

3. The Day the Doctor Almost Died

4. When Hell Freezes Over

Callaghan Creek May 10, 2006.
The Callaghan Creek is a Class V whitewater run with serious consequences.
Dangerous drops lurk around corners of the creek’s rocky walls, where
boat-sucking “hydraulics” hold paddlers under the grasp of immense power.
As an expert whitewater paddler, Dr. Mark Heard knew all about river
consequence when he slid into the creek just past 5:00 pm. Heard and his
crew of seven (two of whom were also doctors along with his 19-year-old
son) had previously run the Class IV Soo River in Pemberton and were “on
their game.” Heard paddled confidently into the creek's first waterfall drop,
a 10-footer known as Horseshoe and was sucked into a cave, trapped inside
what kayakers call the “room of doom.”
For five full minutes Heard remained under the tumbling whitewater until
the river finally set him free. His doctor pals sprang to action, administering
chest compressions and CPR, while his son built a fire and another ran
upstream to call 911. It was now past 7:00 pm and the canyon was too
deep to carry Heard out – they would have to wait for a rescue.
Soon after, Whistler SAR member Scott Aitken was lowered from a longline into the scene, the pilot and spotter aided by the fire's light.
“He was as close to dead as you could get,” said Aitken, a SAR member
since 1995. “Luckily he was paddling with two other doctors and they had
an epinephrine kit, so they banged him with a shot.”
With the evening light, and Heard's life, fading fast, Aitken hooked
himself and a totally incoherent, thrashing Heard into the ARP (Aerial
Rescue Platform). They were extracted using radioed directions by Aitken
to veteran pilot Peter Murray of Talon Helicopters.
“By the time we got him into the ambulance he was thrashing so badly
we couldn't keep the oxygen on him,” said Aitken. “It was really close to
the envelope.”
Dr. Heard was airlifted to a Vancouver hospital minutes later, and spent
the next 11 days in the ICU. He lived to tell the tale.

Mt. Seymour, January 17, 2007.
Snowshoes and sidehills are a dangerous mix – just ask Scott Morley.
Morley was snowshoeing across a steep slope when he suddenly fell,
hurtling a thousand feet down into a ravenous gully. On the treacherous
slide down he racked up an impressive list of injuries: dislocated
shoulder, broken nose, wrist and ribs, lost teeth, multiple lacerations.
Both snowshoes were gone and the tumble even knocked off one of his
boots. Darkness and hypothermia were closing in and Morley was all
alone, no doubt thinking about his wife and three children.
Up above the fall, his buddy Simon Chesterton ran back to call 911
and soon after a big bird took to the sky. The pilot flew two North Shore
SAR members to the subject's location. They kept him alive overnight.
“We headed to Seymour at 4:00 am the next day,” said Jack
Hurtubise, one of a team of Blackcomb Ski Patrollers called in to help.
“The plan was for us to conduct explosive avalanche control down the
slope so SAR could rig up a multi-rope haul system to drag him back up
to the trail.”
In less than 12 hours, 40 centimetres of “Coast Mountain snot”
fell over a melt-freeze crust, resulting in hair-trigger avalanche conditions – definitely a no-go zone for anyone but experienced avalanche
technicians.
“When we were done with explosives we went to meet the guy at the root
of this,” said Hurtubise. “He peered out from the bivy-sack and asked,
“Are you the guy making all the noise?”
More foul weather meant Morley and crew had to spend another
hellish night in the cold, all sharing one improvised bivouac kit. On day
three, the weather abated just long enough for pilot Peter Murray to
expertly hover “on a fine line between cowboy and hero” while Morley
was manhandled (“Vietnam style: load and go”) onto the helicopter and
flown to safety.
He said from his hospital bed that he owed the rescuers his life.
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The Escape Route, Mountain Specialists
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Whistler Squamish
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Photos Courtesy Squamish Search & Rescue.

5. Shocked on Serratus
Tantalus Range, August 6, 2010.
It only takes one wrong move before the numbing shock sets in.
On a balmy morning last August, an elderly, mountain-experienced
Canmore couple left the Jim Haberl Hut en route to climb Alpha
and Serratus peaks high in the Tantalus Range. In the col between
the two summits, Jack Jackson (name changed) started to cross a
steep snowy slope and stopped in the middle to clean his glasses.
He was roped together with his wife Jill not far behind. They were
both wearing crampons, but the 70-year-old Jackson lost his footing
and plummeted down the slope, bringing his beloved 67-year-old
wife with him for the scariest ride of their lives.
Two hundred feet later the pair (both members of the Alpine
Club of Canada) came to a stop in a rocky creek bed. The velocity
of the fall and the rugged terrain had ripped holes in their clothing,
lacerating them several times. Jack had six broken ribs and his wife
fractured her T3 and T4 vertebrae. Had the rocks not arrested their
fall they would have fallen off a cliff to certain death.
They managed to crawl out of the creek, where Lady Luck, Father
Time and Mother Nature were waiting. Just past 9:00 am, two other
climbers who witnessed the fall immediately called 911. Other than
a smoky haze in the air, flying conditions were perfect.
“They were definitely in shock when we reached them,” said
Katy Chambers, training coordinator for the Squamish SAR. “Even
though it was summer, it does get below freezing at night – I don't
think they would've survived if they didn't get rescued that day.”
At 6000 feet, Chambers and a total crew of 14 Squamish SAR
organized a tricky longline rescue over terrain filled with loose rocks
and boulders balancing atop smooth granite slabs.
Both victims survived the ordeal, just one of 51 rescue tasks
performed by Squamish SAR in 2010.
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For All Your Fire
& SecuritY NeedS

Sea to Sky
Arm Your Deck Against Nature’s Disasters
The Ultimate 100% Waterproof Vinyl Decking Membrane

SQUAMISH: 604.892.9793 FAX: 604.935.1124

Security Services
Monitoring Services
Alarm services
Static guard services
Guard patrols
Close circuit TV CCTV

Fire Services
Fire alarm systems
Extinguishers
Sprinklers
Emergency lighting

We carry Cyclo Vac Central Vacuums with
hide-a-hose technology
Now Serving the lower Mainland 1 877 657 1140
Call For an EStimatE 604 935 1140

North Shore: 604-921-3321
Sea to Sky: 604 815-4376
www.seatoskyarmordeck.com
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need a li ft ?

604 938 1700 www.blackcombaviation.com
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Story and Photography
by Ace MacKay-Smith

1 amazing skier
1 awesome snowboarder
1 giant military helicopter
3 rotten avalanches
4 mountain cinematographers
5 fire-breathing Japanese
8 gold-toothed Russians
1 smiling Mongolian
& 96 percent alcohol.

Siberia is extreme. Everything from the food to the weather to the
landscape to the national drink is pretty no-holds-barred.
Back in 1996 I was shooting with famed ski filmmaker Greg Stump. A
Japanese snowsports magazine hired our film crew to shoot a movie in a
remote area of the Siberian Badzhal mountain range with Craig Kelly and
Scot Schmidt, arguably the best snowboarder and skier in the world at
the time. For any sports cinematographer it was a dream come true. Be
careful what you wish for.
The journey began innocently enough. We hooked up with our Japanese
partners in Tokyo, took a train to Nigata and caught a flight to Khabarovsk,
Russia, a city of 600,000 on the shores of the icy Amur river, just 30
kilometres from the Chinese border. Traveling from Tokyo to Khabarovsk is
a trip from the future into the distant past. The day started on a bullet train
and we arrived in Russia on a rickety, old Aeroflot plane (a sign of things
to come).
We were the only Westerners aboard a half-full flight of Japanese and
Russian businessmen hoping to cash in on the fresh collapse of communism. Even the film we were making was to be a calling card for the heliski business our Russian hosts were trying to promote to our Japanese
magazine’s audience. Our second bit of foreshadowing came when Craig
revealed that this heli-ski operation was brand new and our pilots had only
two hours flying experience in the mountains. WHAT?!
Safely landed in Khabarovsk and booked into the only "tourist" hotel,
we explored the city and spent a strange and chilly night taking in our hotel’s “dinner theatre,” a sort of Vegas-style strip show under fluorescent
lights in a large gymnasium-type room. We feasted on a multi-course meal
consisting mainly of cucumbers and really overdone meat while the band,
Russia’s equivalent of Loverboy, wailed out guitar-driven ballads for the
girls to get undressed to. Interesting. After one of our camera crew upset
a Russian mobster by accidentally filming him with a woman who must
not have been his wife, we retreated to the basement bar to relax amongst
more gangsters flashing wads of single rubles while a duo played beautiful
Russian music on piano and violin. We were told that all the women in the
bar were prostitutes, a fact that became glaringly evident with the numerous
propositions they threw at us when we tried to escape to our rooms.
The next morning we met our Russian hosts at the heliport (an old
military base) and loaded our beast (a 28-person military chopper) for
the two-hour flight north to the camp. The 120,000-km expanse of the
Badzhal Mountains stretched out before us. Excitement levels rose as
each stunning peak passed underneath.
Our camp consisted of three cabins, two outhouses, and a Russian
sauna built on the edge of a frozen lake. Our male hosts were Victor, a
slim, serious Russian, and Kim, a jovial extrovert Mongolian. They already
had a successful fishing camp business called BokTok (EastWest), and
were hoping to make it into a year-round resort with heli-skiing/boarding.
Water came from a hole in the ice and food was prepared by Victor’s
wife and friends who also kept the fires going and helped with camp
chores.
Dinner that night consisted of what seemed to be fish head soup and
millet with tiny rock bits – both scary and delicious. What we assumed
were bottles of water on the table turned out to be vodka, which is more
plentiful and cheaper than any other beverage in Siberia. Victor and Kim
provided after-dinner entertainment by playing beautiful songs on acoustic
guitar accompanied by more vodka. Everybody was bonding, speaking with
hand signals and there was much laughter to send us off to bed happy and
excited for the week to come.
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Filming Day 1
We woke early, ready to shoot. Of course it was
bitterly cold but the BokTok beast was capable
of flying in -60ºC. We took off with no words of
safety or protocol and headed for the first drop
zone – warning sign number one.
Suddenly everything got hectic. Gusting
winds blew our heli around like a bumble bee
in a blizzard. Our pilot hovered over the landing
site but the flat grey light made it impossible to
judge just how high we were. Over the pounding
drone of the rotors the pilot relayed a message
to the Japanese translator who passed it on to
the English translator who yelled at us, “Time
to jump!”
“What? Is that really what he said?” It was
hard to know what anyone really said or meant
as we played a Russian roulette game of password/telephone. One by one we jumped and
then huddled to protect ourselves from the rotors,
which seemed to be skimming just inches from
the sidehill. In a later interview, Scot Schmidt
remarked, “That was the hairiest thing I’ve ever
done around that kind of machine.” The heli
took off and left us hooting, hollering, and
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hugging out of giddy fear. Alone in the Siberian
wilderness.
Scot dug a pit to analyze snow stability
and found three fairly unstable layers on top of
“climax rotten snow, all the way to the ground.”
Also known as – unskiable. The snowpack was
so unsafe we had to downclimb the ridge to the
heli pick-up spot at the bottom. With giant packs

The Russian pilot relayed
a message to the Japanese
translator who passed
it onto the English
Translator who yelled at
us, "Time to Jump!

full of camera gear we sidestepped downwards,
ever so carefully staying clear of the edges and
keeping space between us. Even being ultratentative, the vibration of our trailing crew above

set off a huge avalanche, below, that nearly
carried off Tanaka, our soundman.
Eventually we made it to the pick-up but Scot
chose to ski/walk back to camp along a creek
rather than get back in the heli. I only got on board
because I was freezing. We were all spooked but
made it to camp and decided to call it a day and
regroup. Our crew got a Russian branch lashing
in the sauna (to promote circulation) and after
dinner and more vodka, a good, nerve-restoring
sleep on the wooden family-size bed.

Day Two
Scot and Craig took charge of selecting the
next location via the heli’s porthole windows.
The good news was unlimited visibility and our
pilots, after yesterday’s flight, had 50 percent
more mountain flying experience than when we
started the trip. We harnessed Craig up and
dropped him on a north-facing aspect to dig another pit. The results were deemed “moderately
dangerous” so he and Scot took turns dropping
into incredibly dry, untouched Russian powder
while the cameras rolled.
Off-camera, we set off another horrendous

avalanche and with a storm approaching, decided to call it day.
Camp that night was the calm before the vodka
storm. Kim once again entertained everyone with
his acoustic guitar and the Russians broke out
a two-litre plastic bottle of Russian moonshine
– 96 percent alcohol, not 96 proof. It was very
much one of those “When in Rome” moments
and out of respect for our hosts, we all tilted a
glass.
Victor and the boys introduced us to the threestep ritual that harkens back to times of famine
when vodka was more readily available than food
(or something like that; we were still dealing with
multi-step translation). You breathe out heavily,
take a shot of the booze, then a sip of water, and
then you deeply sniff a small piece of bread and
pass it all on. And then you are instantly drunk
and your mouth feels like all the skin and membrane has been stripped out of it.
Everyone took a turn, some took two, and
soon there were people breathing fire inside our
tinder-dry cabin and Craig danced on the table
amid more laughter. Darkness closed in.

Day 3
The storm passed and the boys scouted a wide,
true north-eastern chute. Craig harnessed up
and cut across the top without sending down
even a bit of slough. He then strapped in and
rode a slide-free ridge-line in his ultra smooth,
flowy style. With half a camera crew shooting
from the top and another half below, Schmidty
geared up and dropped in at the top of the main
chute. He cranked several fast turns, got a gut
feeling and glanced back. At that moment the
whole slope fell apart right under his feet. He
cut hard right and rode out through the blocks
at high speed, reaching safety as the massive
slide billowed down to the valley. The crown
line fracture went right down to the rock. Scot
rejoined the bottom crew and said, “We’ve had
one good slide each day we’ve been here.
Someone is going to get hurt.”
That night we showed the video to the Russians. Nobody at camp had any avalanche experience, nor had they ever skied out of bounds
or from a heli. We wanted them to understand
how dangerous it could be after we left, before
they enticed more customers up. This was not

your average heli ski operation; you had to bring
your own expertise, gear and instincts.
In response, the Russians watched intently
and rewound the tape several times declaring

The Russians declared Scot
a hero while Kim toasted
his 'second life.' That night
the Vodka tasted better.

Scot a hero while Kim toasted to his “second
life.” That night the vodka tasted better and so
did the food. The music was beautiful. Victor and
Kim played Russian folk songs on their guitars
and we cleared the tables and chairs and danced
well into the night. The helicopter mechanic took
a real shine to Stumpy during the slow dances
and eventually had to be escorted/carried to his
bed by coworkers. That night is, to this day, one
of my favourite parties ever.
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Kim, our smiling host.

Day 4
After much snoring that night in the cabin we had no
choice but to cut the trip short. The best skier and the
best snowboarder had been unable to find a single safe
aspect and we were courting serious injury or death. It
was sad to leave our new amazing friends. That day we
gave the Russians snowboarding lessons (they had never
done it) and left them with a board and other swag. They
gave us traditional Russian gifts and Kim placed a rock in
my hand saying, “Special, for luck.”
We left Siberia and finished the film at Island Lake
Lodge in Fernie, BC. They had been getting great snow,
stable snow, and we still needed some decent riding footage. Eight months afterwards, while Greg was editing the
movie, we got word that Kim, our joyful host, had died
in an avalanche. We were heartbroken.
Seven years
later Craig would also leave us the same way – something
none of us expected. Craig always respected the terrain
and conditions and was one of those riders that became
part of the mountain. He picked his lines like water flows
and had a style like a laid-back surfer while his artistic
side instinctively understood where to slash to make that
beautiful shot. He is greatly missed.
Siberia the movie turned out great – almost more documentary than ski flick. When I watched it again recently
the songs Kim played for us made me cry because they
are so beautiful and he is no longer here to play them.
Be careful out there because it's better to live, doing
what you love.
You can buy Siberia the film at gregstumpproductions.com
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a force of nature

Liquid snow…
tourismtofino.com
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Steamy, dreamy mountain
biking amongst real-time,
technicoloured geology.

Photography by Sterling Lorence
Story by Mitchell Scott
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resting the summit of Blue Peak, deep in an area known as the Highlands
of southeastern Iceland, with an introverted sun finally saying hello, we’re
finding it hard to think straight. This must surely be one of the world’s most
spectacular vistas. Yellow gives way to rust and then bleeds into purple. Patches of
white stand against every possible shade of green. Black, sharp, igneous magma
bullies through it all, wearing an unlikely skiff of iridescent moss. Steam exhales
from side slopes and bulging pinkish outcroppings, above gold-painted ridgelines
that roll into river tapestries gushing with glacial meltwater that is at least 20,000
years old. And there, right below us, snaking downwards on a steeply angled mountain
of bluish dirt, falling into this endlessly detailed and complex canvas of raw natural
wonder, is a trail.
And not just any trail. Magne Kvam, our guide, who claims to be one of only 20
core mountain bikers in Iceland, thinks we might be the first to ride it. He’s never
ridden it. Nor has he heard of anyone else. So here we are – Magne, Sterling Lorence,
Andrew Shandro, Joe Schwartz, Matt Hunter and myself. Five North Americans and
one Icelander, trail bikes slung over our shoulders, standing at the summit of Bláhnúkur surrounded by an alien, technicolor experiment of geological one-upmanship
fantastically lit by a sheepish sun, savoring every second before we drop in on one
wild, winding, potentially virgin sub-Arctic singletrack descent. Hello Iceland!
Iceland is the youngest body of land on the planet. From its tumultuous position
smack dab over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, where the North American tectonic plate
slowly slides away from its European counterpart, abrupt change lurks around every
crag and corner. Over the last 500 years, volcanoes in Iceland have erupted a third
of the total global lava output. The country itself is basically a series of overlapping
lava floes, the remnants of which you see everywhere. Associated with this incredible
activity is the presence of many sulfur leaking solfataras (volcanic vents), hot springs,
glacial floods (when volcanoes erupt under glaciers) and geysers. The landscape is
so completely irreverent and strikingly vivid, at times it actually appears alive.
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Whistler &
Pemberton
Bicycle
Headquarters

Whistler Location
4205 Village Square
(beside Gone Bakery
in the taxi loop)

604-938-9511

Pemberton Location
1392 Portage Rd

(beside The Pony Espresso)

604-894-6625

WWW.BIKECO.CA

Not looking so lively is the Icelandic economy. Thanks to three years
of suspect-yet-government-sanctioned investment policies followed by
a rough month at the stock market (in October 2008 three Icelandic
banks lost over $100 billion) Iceland is currently entrenched in what
could be a multi-generational recession. “The son of my son is going to
be paying this off,” Magne says. “We’ve ruined the future of our kids.”
But change comes quickly in Iceland. The only bright light of the
last year, according to the locals, was a spike in tourism brought on
by the devalued krona. We’ll use the universal commodity of beer as a
gauge: in August 2008 a bar-poured pint of Iceland-brewed Viking lager
cost $15. Today it’s a little less than $5. We all know, mountain bikers
don’t travel to (and rarely live in) countries where beer costs more than
$7 a pint and so Magne is considering running some mountain bike
tours next summer, confident more and more people from around the
world will begin considering Iceland as their next adventure-tourism
destination. “There’s no reason why mountain biking shouldn’t be big
here,” he says.
There are plenty of reasons biking could flourish, however. We’re
playing on a network of trails that circle up and over peaks and through
giant lava flows only a few thousand years old. Perfectly packed dirt
unravels with a universe of colour. Earth that actually makes noise,
even exhaling at times. Massive glaciers and mountains that look as
if painted by the most skilled of artists, with hues and strokes that
accentuate and enliven the true nature of their structure.
One section of the trail travels some 50 miles southward to the
ocean. For four days we ride and hike-a-bike up and over peaks, past
bubbling pools of grey muck, through air thick with the smell of sulfur,
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on beautifully defined, perfectly packed dirt, to loose shale and every
type of trail you’ve ever ridden in between. At the end of each ride we
soak the day away in crystal clear, moss-lined natural hot springs.
During our stay we don’t encounter any other cyclists, or hear of
others who have visited during the season, but still we shy away from
laying claim to anything – the Vikings founded Iceland and they are
a people that amassed their fair share of improbable firsts. (Rowing
across the North Atlantic in 900 A.D. as one dandy example.)
Seen from the unbounded freedom of the mountain bike, there
might not be a place where the landscape connects to the person so
strikingly as in Iceland. From a distance, much of Iceland’s topography
looks quite similar. Peer a little closer though, and each specific location is decidedly unique, with different colours, plants and landforms.
Riding, in fact, almost seems sacrilege, flashing us through views so
detailed and different you could spend hours picking them apart. But
the bike is the conduit, the speedy interface with which we’ve decided
to interact with not only the landscapes of Iceland, but its people too.
The people bear striking similarities. Blonde, goodlooking and
strong-featured yes, but look closer and you’ll see each Icelander has
found a way to differentiate themselves, whether it be dress, wild haircuts, or something altogether unique. See them on a Monday morning
and they’re civil, polite and intelligent. Talk them after a few drinks and
they’re raucous, extravagant and aggressive. Icelanders are incredibly
creative and eclectic, but also indignant and somewhat cataclysmic at
the same time. Their music, art and design are globally renowned, yet
at the same time they still hunt whales because, as one local told me,
“the world tells us not to.” Every Saturday, the whole country takes to
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We might be some of the first to ever
ride bikes down a trail that flirts
with a blue sand ridgeline, down to
gold coloured knife-edge rollovers
before weaving in and out of black,
fire-forged, obsidian-like flows of
long-cooled glistening magma.

the main streets of Reykjavik to party, dance, kiss and fight until
7 a.m. Wild and beautiful, a country of excess – that’s Iceland
in a nutshell.
•••
Back at the top of Blue Peak, having begun to understand
how complex, raw and alive Iceland is, we’ve quietly forgotten
that we might be some of the first to ever ride bikes down a trail
that skirts a blue sand ridgeline, down to gold coloured knifeedge rollovers before weaving in and out of black, fire-forged,
obsidian-like flows of long-cooled glistening magma.
Iceland’s ancestors were a hardy, tough-as-nails bunch who,
legend has it, would only steal beautiful blondes and redheads
when pillaging foreign countries. They were a people who plied
deep into a brave new world in search of a place they could truly
call their own.
For even if the snows do only melt for three months a year,
and even if the trail infrastructure is scant, we are discovering
that place of theirs – where fire meets ice, where the land and
its people become one – is one of the world’s most spectacular
places to ride a mountain bike. Halló Iceland, we’ll see you
again soon enough.
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you don’t need a translator. the ear to ear grin on your
face says it all.
Picture the largest single heliski area on the planet, 25m of annual snowfall,
100% small group heliskiing, and two remote lodges to choose from. Now
imagine yourself with four of your closest friends cranking out turn after

turn in zero-density-blower-fluffy-pow. Try wiping that smile off your face.
Visit our corner of northern British Columbia, Canada, and discover for
yourself what makes Last Frontier a legend in its own right.

lastfrontierheli.com | 1 888 655 5566

keygear

Supreme Extreme Edition

For quite a while now, the idea of “Extreme” has been hung very tightly on having the fanciest new gear because these days marketing might be the
most “Extreme” activity of all. But doing something supremely gnarly on old, low-tech gear is actually much more extreme, isn’t it?
Of course, economists tell me that if we all suddenly stopped buying new stuff civilization would shrivel and fire would rain from the sky so in order
to maintain equilibrium while still keeping it real we’ve included mostly new products for your extreme purchasing pleasure.
– Feet Banks
Faber Mountain Expert ($240)
Wood-and-rawhide snowshoes are the most extreme due to their history and pedigree in the Canadian
wilderness but the new Faber Mountain Expert is pretty bad-ass, too. Perfect for the varying elevations
of the Coast Mountains, these suckers boast an aluminum frame, thermo plastic rubber decking and
buckles that can handle even the coldest climate. As well rodents won’t chew on them if you hang
them overnight in the woodshed like they do the old school ones. Established in 1870, Quebecbased Faber makes both kinds and is the snowshoe of choice for truly extreme folks like hunters,
trappers and Arctic explorers. Fabersnowshoes.com
Lush Soap ($6-20)
Once upon a time it was perfectly acceptable to go out touring all day, knocking off huge drops and
sick lines, then hit après, dinner, the bar and a little something-something after that. These days,
with ski-town gender ratios a bit more even, most discerning locals prefer you get a shower in there
somewhere between après and the drunken sex. Lush soaps are made from fresh fruits, vegetables,
essential oils and something called “safe synthetics.” They aren’t cheap but they clean the stank
off and cool names like Demon in the Dark and Sexy Peel are sure to impress. Smelling good is the
new Extreme. Lush.ca
Salomon Force 9 Boots ($5-$20 at a garage sale)
Extreme skiing was forefathered on skinny skis so in the real deep stuff you needed to sit back a bit
to keep those tips afloat. Which is why rear entry boots were the coolest when I was in grade 9 and
guess what? They still are. The Force 9’s were the crème de la crème of rear entries mostly because
Scot Schmidt wore them but also because they were warm, durable, and easy to put on and adjust.
I got a pair in 1991 and I still ski them every day. They're excellent for touring and one buckle click
takes you from loungin’ to ripping the extreme (albeit a little bit in the backseat).
Transporter E-bike by Revolve ($975)
Stuff that no one else knows about is always cool. Take the E-bike for example – with their long
range and low emissions E-bikes are commuter’s dream. Just pedal when you want exercise or hit
the throttle when you don’t. The basket and rack will easily hold groceries and a sixer, and you can
even strap your skis onto this puppy, park right beside the gondola (for free), shred all day and then
coast all the way home if your legs are done. Much more environmentally friendly than any car, the
Transporter can go up to 40 km on a full charge, costs no more than a cell phone to recharge, and
can easily carry over 200 pounds. So you can still eat donuts while not-pedaling yourself to work.
Woo hoo! Ebikesbyrevolve.com
Sony HDR-PJ50V HD Camcorder ($1000)
These days it ain’t extreme if you can’t prove it and since almost everyone can shoot HD video on
their phones the camera companies have had to step it up. This sucker has a 220-gig hard drive, can
export directly to an external hard drive, and there’s a digital projector on the back of the flipscreen
that can project your day’s radness onto any flat surface with HD quality up to 60 inches. Did I mention
the 5.1 Surround sound? I just did. This thing has the potential to get XXX-treme. Sonystyle.com
CFR Boardski Bracket Kit ($182)
Diversity is key. So are big pow days on your sled. But what if you want to ski Tuesday and then
decide to snowboard Wednesday? No problem if you’ve got a Boardski bracket from Cheetah Factory
Racing. These babies are hand-built in BC and capable of carrying skis and poles or a snowboard
(CFR also makes snowboard and ski specific brackets.) The Boardski is designed to attach to a DD
rack – you do have one of those, right? For carrying extra gas? These days it’s pretty hard to get
supreme extreme with just one tank of gas. Cheetahfactoryracing.com

shopping

LOCAL'S PICKS
Recon/Zeal Transcend Goggles
“With everyone and their grandmother fully teched out with cellphone
cameras and navigational devices in their cars what better time for Recon
and Zeal to team up and make the most state-of-the-art goggle in existence.
The Transcend features a speedometer, temperature rating, and all kinds
of navigational tools conveniently located in the lower corner of your goggle.
Plus all the data can be downloaded to your computer and archived to
show your travels and top speeds. Plus, since the West Coast always
offers unpredictable conditions the Transcend also comes in the SPPX
Polarized/Photochromatic version. Did I mention the transitional lenses?”
Carlos, Comor Sports, Whistler. Comorsports.com

Dynafit TLT5 Mountain Boot
“THE new paradigm for ski touring boots.
Its short-rockered sole and perfect crampon
compatibility make the TLT5 the best option
for tours with difficult climbing on ice or rock.
The additional Downhill Booster tongue offers
supporton even the steepest, most technical
descents while the racing-derived Ultra-Lock
system allows for incredible cuff rotation and
uphill agility. Also features a super fast, single
motion transition from walk to ski. You won’t
believe this boot.”
Jayeson, Escape Route, Whistler and Squamish.
Escaperoute.ca

Columbia Bugaboot Omni-Heat
“This boot is like a space blanket for your feet. The exclusive
Omni-Heat membrane features silver dots that reflect your
body heat back into the boot for lightweight warmth without
the need for bulky insulation. Come by the Columbia store
in Whistler Village and see for yourself.”
Jordyn, Columbia Store, Whistler.
Whistlerblackcomb.com/stores

Salomon BBR Ski
“The Salomon BBR is a ski like no other ski ever made. An
oversized, surfboard-like tip and rocker shape enable the ski
to float in powder and adapt to uneven terrain smoothly and
predictably, while the narrow waist and pintail, short radius
and short effective edge on-piste provide great grip and
playfulness on harder snow.”
Jordyn, Salomon Store, Whistler. Whistlerblackcomb.com/stores
Prior Overlord Ski
“The multi-award-winning
Overlord is a big mountain
machine. Fat, strong, and
firm, the Overlord offers
incredible stability at speed
while providing amazing
nimbleness through trees
and powder. Named after the
Overlord glacier, which sits at
the head end of Fitzsimmons
valley separating Whistler
and Blackcomb Mountains,
Overlords are available in
163, 169, 175, 183, 188 and
193-cm lengths.”
Gus, Prior Ski and Snowboard,
Whistler. Priorskis.com
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Orage Anita Jacket
“The Anita is a waterproof, 2.5-ply jacket
that’s perfect for wet weather. It combines a
flattering fit with the technical features of a
great waterproof jacket. The men’s version of
this jacket offers the same features and both
are available in several colours. Staying dry is
good. Staying dry while looking great is even
better.”
Meredith, Urban Alpine, Squamish.
Urbanalpine.com

Helping outdoor adventurers
achieve their dreams since 1990.

Management Planning for Commercial and Public Recreation
www.cascade-environmental.ca

Locally owned and operated since 1987

Hilton Whistler Resort Tel: 604 932 6225
Also at: Delta Whistler Village Suites Tel: 604 905 6225
Aspens on Blackcomb Tel: 604 932 5013

www.SummitSport.com
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Chris Brown dropping in. rich duncan photo.
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Zack Giffin in the North Cascades, WA. Garrett Grove photo.
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Dan Treadway on Whistler Mountain. BLAKE JORGENSON photo.
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Nathan Ramler, Rutherford, Whistler Backcountry. Mason Mashon PHOTO.
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Extreme
Wellness
A writer shorts the road to
inner peace, finding home
along the way
By Allie Jenkinson

I am not extreme. Not in a way that I’m proud
of, anyhow. I’m what you might call a “doughy
intellectual,” the manifestation of too much time
flipping pages, drinking wine and talking about
ideas, and not enough time sweating. An archetypal Whistlerite, I am not. I don’t compete in
Toonie races, climb the Chief or elbow people
out of the way on Spanky’s Ladder. I despise
the gym and am a moderate partier at best. You
won’t find me dancing on speakers at Tommy’s
or pounding pitchers at the Crystal. Like I said, I
am not extreme. I am doughy. Hear me tremble.
This lack of involvement in the Whistler lifestyle has prompted me to wonder what the hell
I’m doing here. If Whistler has anything to offer
me other than outstanding scenery and junkkicking rent prices, what would it be? After much
soul-searching over sugary snacks, I made a
decision. I would find the peace and wellness
associated with Whistler’s natural setting. And I
would do it fast. Extremely fast.

Preparation
In my pursuit of betterment, I’d like to exercise
more, eat less sugar, and develop better sleeping
habits. But abandoning years of ingrained coping
formulas for vague rewards seemed daunting –
after all, I love inhaling chocolate chip cookies

while watching the Nature Channel, reading in
the sedentary position, and falling asleep with
my laptop beside me, Liz Lemon imposing underachiever wisdom in my sleeping eardrums.
These things would have to change. Wellness,
whether achieved through diet, yoga or meditation, is a lifelong practice, and reaching enlightenment requires serious commitment. But being
a product of the 80s, I wanted it now. I set aside
30 days. Let us find Nirvana, bitches.

Day One to Day Four
With typical Day One fervor I anxiously make
extreme changes in the belief that it’s the most
effective route to change. I trade my morning
coffee for a pot of green tea, which is pleasant
enough in a staying-home-from-the-party-tohave-a-bath kind of way. I spend the day eating
well (easy), skip my five o’clock beer (difficult)
and resist the cookies (murderous rage). I wake
up on Day Two with a sharp headache and, having
no coffee to look forward to, no reason to get
up. By Day Four the headaches have started to
subside, but lust for an early cup of coffee, late
glass of wine and hourly bag of cookies has not.
My first four days of at-home meditation is an
unbearable exercise in my brain yelling a to-do
list at no one in particular.
WINTER/SPRING 2011
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Day Five to Day Seven
I receive a full health assessment from Wendy Howarth of Origins Nutrition &
Wellness in Squamish. Wendy assigns me a two-week meal plan complete
with recipes consisting of alkaline foods (raw vegetables, heart healthy
nuts and oils, whole grains) while avoiding acidic items (white flour, dairy,
saturated fats, and seafood). I’m enthusiastic to learn that this diet mirrors
my existing habits, minus the precious sugar. I search hard but cannot find
filet mignon on my meal plan. What is this, prison?
On Day Five I meet with Colleen Fraser at her inviting Alpine home. One
of the developers of Whistler Healing Arts and a co-founder of Vida Spas,
Colleen provides an element of relaxation with her presence alone. We
discuss the basic concepts of Aruyvedic wellness, a practice that stresses
holistic health through a balance of kapha, vata and pitta doshas. The
ancient practice derives treatment from the metaphysics of the earth’s
elements in conjunction with a person’s own constitutional make-up. Colleen walks me through meditation techniques, and we create a massage
therapy schedule. Over the next three weeks she will generously become
my guide through the deep but enriching backwoods of the Indian system
of health care literally translated as “the science of life.”
I also speak to an energizing Julia McCabe about starting a yoga
program, at which point she recommends a personal 30-day challenge
with Neoalpine Yoga.

Day Eight
The day of our housewarming my husband is making Nanaimo bars in the
kitchen and while leaving the house I’m angry at or about the following:
myself for pitching this article, my editor for accepting it, my husband for
filling the house with beer and sweets and for existing in general, Shaw for
cancelling our trial run of the Nature Channel, and my life for not being easier.
I feel like sitting on the couch alone and wallowing in chocolate dipped selfpity, but I trudge towards the car with a yoga mat under my arm.

“I begin to believe that this experience
is too pleasant and therefore not
extreme at all. What’s a girl got to do
to get an enema around here?”

Day Eleven
After a series of “flow”-focused yoga classes, Day Eleven is my first day of
hot yoga. I’m enthralled with the combination of sweat-inducing temperatures
and challenging poses. Colleen provides my first massage at home; a
long and rewarding session targeting tense shoulders with pressure point
techniques. I am shocked to find my body and mind cooperating as I fall
asleep early and easily.

Day Fifteen
Following my second massage, I attend an afternoon class taught by Neoalpine Director Janet Corvino. She speaks of the honesty of enlightenment
and a truthful commitment to shedding layers, words that provide me with
precious direction. During evening meditation my brain gently points out
my to-do list to no one in particular, adding in a request for some cookies,
please.

Day Sixteen
During yoga class, the practice clicks into place. In front of mirrors and
among seasoned yoga practitioners, it’s brutally clear what my body is and
isn’t capable of. Miraculously, it does so while inspiring and encouraging
me to expand my boundaries. My most intensive class yet, my husband
tells me afterward that my abs hurt so much because I “have the core
strength of an earthworm.”
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the loft salon
Hair Tanning nails

call Today: 604 935 0044
www.theloftsalon.com
211- 4368 Main street, Whistler Village.

whistler’s premier
yoga destination
hot • power • flow • core • yin • all levels welcome • eco-boutique

find your center
yyoga.ca

#9a–1005 Alpha Lake Rd | Function Junction
604.935.9642 • neoalpine@yyoga.ca
Ask about our locals discount!
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Day Twenty
I am fortunate to receive my massage from Colleen at the Scandinave Spa.
I revel in the hydrotherapeutic practice, alternating between the hot and
cold temperatures of pools, steam rooms and saunas laid out in a cycle
designed to stimulate and revitalize the body. While reading in a relaxation
room over looking the mountains, anxiety builds. I begin to believe that this
experience is too pleasant and therefore not extreme at all. What’s a girl
got to do to get an enema around here?”

Final Week
Colleen performs panchkarma this week, a traditional multi-day Ayurvedic
cleansing system, alternating between her house and the Fairmont’s Vida
Spa. Each of my three sessions begins with a warm oil massage and
an herbal steam bath. Once a sweat develops, barley or a lentil mix is
sprinkled on the body and a plant-fiber brush is rubbed over the skin.
The final phase is a process called shirodhara, where warm oil is poured
continuously over the forehead to rejuvenate the body and remove toxins.
My initial panchkarma session is one of the most pleasant experiences I’ve ever had. I spent the shirodhara, which I was surprised to learn
afterward was only twenty minutes long, in a euphoric state hovering in
and out of consciousness. This sensation remained after I left the spa
and wandered the village, marveling at the crisp activities around me. The
feeling is comparable to entering the world after a day of cold water surf:
tired, refreshed, and a little stunned from concentrated time dealing only
in the present.
Following our second session we dine on home-prepared kitchari,
a fasting food used to cleanse the system of toxins, containing the six
Aruyvedic tastes and all four food groups. Colleen, ever curious and engaged, tells me of the changes she’s noticed in me since we first met
– an increase in muscle tone, looser joints and hips, and smoother skin
are among her observations. I notice changes as well: more joy from
daily activities and increased focus and self-confidence. During the last
of the 30 days, I become irrepressibly positive (possibly due to noticeably
roomier clothing). Once I turned inward, previously unknown mental and
physical obstacles came to the surface and I was able to remove them.
And yet throughout my 30-day process I found myself unconsciously
resisting the program that Colleen, Wendy and Julia had prescribed. Colleen
explained that I’d been waging a mental war between Western approach
and Eastern sensibilities. I was trying to push things to the extreme –
taking an all-or-nothing approach – which manifested in devotion to hot
yoga classes, my only outlet for intensity and discomfort (which I would
correct by adding in meditative Yin sessions). Even Wendy told me I could
indulge in chips or chocolate now and then, taking away my strongest control reflex: dietary restriction. Ayurveda is focused on balance and minute
corrections, and because there isn’t anything seriously wrong with me,
extreme measures were unnecessary. Ironically, once I came to terms with
this concept, living a life of health and wellness ceased to be a struggle.
In the final days I was craving activity instead of sweets and coasting on a
wave of the month’s momentum.
Some equate moderation with boredom, but over my 30 days of wellness it became its own reward. I regained the ability to find great joy in
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small indulgences – a beer is better after a day in the mountains, and the
first one is always the best. The added benefit was embracing these
ancient concepts and seeing the appeal of the Sea-to-Sky corridor unfold
in front of me. I saw a region that combines dramatic Canadian wilderness, European joie de vivre, and the unique energy that only ski towns
possess. I realized that when you toss in the Indian traditions of health and
wellness, the Sea-to-Sky might be the only place I want to live right now.
As a relatively new resident of a town extreme in landscape, lifestyle and
action sports, I’ve come to believe that my own constitution is, naturally,
somewhere in the middle. I think I can live with that.
Feeling like a dose of Extreme Wellness yourself? Contact the pros.
Coleen Fraser, Whistler Healing Arts whistlerhealingarts.com
Wendy Howarth, Origins Wellness originswellness.com
Julia McCabe, Neoapline yyoga.ca
CHRISTINA TOTTLE PHOTO.
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A bug's afterlife

Are insects the next lean, mean extreme cuisine?
By Jess Smith
To get a jump on our bug-eating future (see page
88) my intrepid assistant and I – both Caucasian,
blonde(ish) and female – snuck out of our snowcapped fairytale bubble land and drove down to
exotic Chinatown, Vancouver. Our assignment:
source out insects of the edible kind – prepare,
suppress gag reflex, consume, and document
the experience. Anyone who says I don’t suffer
for my craft can literally eat it.
Having previously consumed Australian
witchetty grubs, a wood-eating moth larvae and
staple of Aboriginal women and children’s diets,
I thought I was fully prepared for this experience.
Raw witchetty grub taste like almonds and when
cooked take on a nice crispy exterior with an
egg-yolk yellow inside – edible, if not palatable
in my opinion.
Chinatown was full of strange smells and
Peking ducks on every corner. The first store we
ventured into featured dehydrated seahorses and
flying lizards, splayed open and dried onto what
looked like mini-medieval stretching racks. In the
simplest form of "Engrish” we communicated
with a wrinkled old Chinese herbalist who scoffed
at the inquiry of grasshoppers, went cross-eyed
at worms but lit up at the mention of bees. He
quickly procured a large jar of what looked like
bumblebees that had risen from the grave.
“Tea,” he said. “Make tea!” He gestured
to his eyes, “goo’ fo’ sigh!” Certainly all us
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Coast Mountainers need good eyesight, if only
to prevent the early onset of beer-goggles, so
we loaded up on bees for tea and headed off in
search of grasshoppers, my preferred insect for
consumption.
“You look for grasshopper in Chinatown?!”
The woman screeched incredulously, “Noooo
way!” After striking out in numerous shops,
supermarkets, even restaurants, we discover
that perhaps grasshoppers are not in season.
On top of that she kindly informed us, with a
silver-capped, gap-toothed smirk, that our prized
purchase was not in fact bumblebees, but Isaria
sinclairii, an Asian fungi also known as “winterinsect-summer-plants.” According to scientists
on the internet, South-East Asian cicadas are
targeted in winter by the fungi’s chemical warfare.
The insect is dead by summertime and becomes
a lifeless vessel for the thriving fungus. A plant
living in an insect’s body: now I’ve seen it all…
and I have to eat it.
So the round-eyes got hustled in Chinatown.
Feeling defeated and still bug-less we hightailed
it to the Vancouver Aquarium and successfully
strutted out with five insect-filled lollipops (including larvae, cricket and scorpion) two boxes of salt
and vinegar crickets, a package of Mexican spice
larvae, and an edible flower and butterfly candy.
Although not as extreme as grasshopper goulash
or crunchy mealworm sushi roll, encased in colourful hard candy the insects looked, well, good
enough to eat.

Safely back home, we boiled up some beecicada-fungi tea (nothing goes to waste here)
and sat down to a tasty, sugar-coated tea-party
to enjoy the nutritional benefits derived from our
miniscule friends of varying leg and antennae

100 grams of cricket contains
only 121 calories and 5.5 grams
of fat. Comparatively, an equal
amount of ground beef has
288.2 calories and a whopping
21.2 grams of fat.
length. While all the cricket and larvae snacks
were tasty, salt and vinegar emerged the resounding favourite. The crunchy component coupled
with the zesty flavouring was surprisingly satisfying, especially considering that 100 grams of
cricket contains only 121 calories and 5.5 grams
of fat. Comparatively, an equal amount of ground
beef has 288.2 calories and a whopping 21.2
grams of fat.
Although we were unsuccessful in finding
crickets to cook up into a sustainable crunchy
cricket taco, we were very satisfied and hypedup about the insect candy and will be sure to
serve them at our next soirée. Sugar sure does
help the medicine go down.

Offering a wide selection
of Yoga Jean styles

#1 salon & stylists 2003 - 2009

&

Thoroughly a breath of
fresh air for your feet.
Specializing in Creative Colour
& Advanced Cutting

Award

Winning Stylists
OPEN 7 DAYS & Late Nights

Spring & Summer 2011 arrivals now in store!

#202 – 1010 Alpha Lake Rd, Function Junction

Downtown Squamish, 38031 Cleveland Ave.
604 892 9057

www.goodhairday.ca
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MEADOW PARK
SPORTS CENTRE

SWIM

SKATE

Let them
eat bugs!
Dr. Marcel Dicke is an entomologist at Wageningen University in the Netherlands. During a recent TEDGlobal conference in Oxford, England, he
delivered a plethora of reasons why eating insects is essential as our world
population increases from today’s 7 billion to a projected 9 billion by 2050.
By those figures, plus the increasing rate at which our current population
is eating protein, we will need to produce 70 percent more food to feed the
world. And bugs just might be the answer.
• Consumption – The average person in the developed world eats 80
kg of protein per year. (In the US it’s close to 120 kg and in developing
countries like China it’s much less, but growing steadily.)
• Efficiency – 10 kg of feed will produce 1 kg of beef, 3 kg of pork,
or 5 kg of chicken but the same amount will produce 9 kg of high-protein
locusts. The feed-to-protein ratio of insects is 10 times better than beef;
economically speaking, this is a gold mine.
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• Waste – 10 kg of feed begets one kg of regular, non-organic beef so
that means 9 kg of waste, including methane, ammonia, and manure filled
with hormones, drugs, steroids and who knows what else. With insects, it's
only 1 kg of waste, and that waste is cleaner and safer for the environment.
• Nutrition – Insects are comparable in calories, vitamins and proteins. 1 kg of grasshopper has about the same calories as 10 hot dogs or
6 Big Macs. (Eating a kilo of grasshoppers in one sitting doesn’t sound too
appetizing but neither does hammering back 6 Big Macs in row.)
• Taboo – While we Westerners do unknowingly consume up to 500
grams of insects each year in products like peanut butter, tomato soup
and chocolate (the US FDA acceptable level for chocolate is 60 insect
parts/100 grams) the rest of the world is already eating insects as delicacies and standard meals. There are over 1000 species of insects being
eaten worldwide, compared to just a handful of species of mammals.
• Taboo two – We eat shrimp, crab and crawfish as delicacies. These
species are the insects of the sea, very similar to their six legged counterparts on land. Time to stop being such finicky little sissies and dig into
some real bugs.
Dr. Dicke didn't mention it but there are fewer moral issues around eating a
fire-roasted wichetty grub or a mealworm chocolate strawberry. The People
for the Ethical Treatment of Insects group doesn’t exist (yet).

–Feet Banks
To view Marcel Dicke’s entire TEDGlobal presentation go to
Mountainlifemag.ca

There has to be an insect in here somewhere... JESS SMITH PHOTO.
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survival of the fastest

www.ryderseyewear.com

equipment not jewelry

AVAILABLE AT SPECIALTY SPORT RETAILERS THROUGHOUT THE SEA-TO-SKY CORRIDOR.

Whistler’s premier pub and original ristorante offers great mediterranean fare from the kitchen
of Chef Simon McNeil on double decker patios with stunning views of Mountain Life.
Serving discerning patrons for a quarter century Whistler’s finest selection of specialty beer,
wine, premium spirits and crafted cocktails. Join us for an experience that is Above It All.

4270 Mountain Square Whistler
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604.932.6945

www.whistlerpubrestaurant.com

fOOD
"My knife is my second wife, and I don’t want
to share my wives with anybody. Never,”

A Point about Knives and Chefs
By Kate MacLennan
Photos by Todd Lawson
There’s a bunch of seriously big knives laid out on the table
in front of me – enough razor-sharp metal to build Freddy a
backup, better set of gloves, but the glint I’m catching isn’t
from the blades, it’s from Chef Melissa Craig’s eyes as she
reads my mind.
“You don’t think of them as weapons,”
she says, acknowledging the power that
rests idle before her.
It’s easy to let your mind wander to gruesome places when you’ve been in a commercial kitchen and seen the pallid remains
of a pig, its legs and hooves poking from
buckets, its remains cleanly dismantled with
a quick flick of one of these blades here and
a slice of another one there. Or if you follow the news: for years the UK has mulled a
ban on long-pointed kitchen knives because
of the number of stabbings that allegedly
result from their existence.
Yet the relationship between Craig, Executive Chef at Whistler’s swanky Bearfoot
Bistro, and her knives is far from malevolent.
“They’re all we use. They’re our right hand.
You’ve got to really like your knife. If you
have a balanced, sharp knife it makes your
day nicer.”
Sushi Village Chef Ernesto “Nestor” Egido agrees. “With
a nice knife you use your hands a little bit, not so much with
your computer,” he explains, gesturing to his brain.
So it’s exactly like having the right skis for different snow
conditions. Get it right and the equipment does as much of

the work as possible. For chefs, knives are simply tools of the
trade. Except not so simply.
“My knife is my second wife, and I don’t want to share my
wives with anybody. Never,” quips Nestor.
Failing sharing in kindergarten is practically a pre-requisite
of culinary college. Every day chefs will tune their knives on
the steel and sharpen them on the stone. They will carefully
clean them, dry them, roll them up in leather holsters and
slide them into expensive briefcases. They travel with them.
On rare occasions they will bestow them upon one another
as the ultimate gift of gratitude and respect. But don’t ask
them to share. They fear others will ruin their knives’ edges.
They’re often obsessive about it.
Chef Steve Fecho of Squamish’s The Cup Bistro & Deli has
engraved his knives with his name, just so there’s no mix up
in his kitchen. Things still go wrong, though.
“My paring knife. It was a hooker. I replaced it with an
inferior product…” Fecho trails off, his voice genuinely sad
as he explains that one of his favourite tools vanished, likely
falling unnoticed into the garbage bin during a lunch rush.
“When you miss something like that you miss it every day, you
know?” A good knife of layered steel can last up to 20 years
if properly cared for, or a single day if dropped or misused.
Back at the Bearfoot, Melissa Craig is unusual in that she’ll
share her blades – sometimes. “I’m not going to give them to
a dishwasher, but I’ll share them with cooks if I can trust them
to take my knives to the stone. Lose one or chip one or drop
one, though, and those privileges are gone.”
Sounds like fair game: after all, knives can be worth hundreds
of dollars each. The fuss isn’t really about the money though,
and if you watch a chef wield a knife at work, blade flying gloriously through flesh and flora, you’ll see it’s about the one
thing more important to a chef than his or her knife: the food.
Fortunately they’re all happy to share that.
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A MODERN WHOLE FOODS CAFE

Gluten/Dairy Free
& Vegan Options
6:30 am - 9 pm
DAILY
9 am - 6 pm
SUNDAYS

604. 567. 4568
38084 Cleveland Ave.
Downtown Squamish

zephyrcafe.ca

Visit a piece of Ireland today!

Our warm hearted Gaelic hospitality can’t be topped!
With a 100 Seat Patio, Live Celtic Music daily,
Whistler’s Largest Draft Beer Selection and Authentic
Celtic Pub Fare, a visit to the Dubh Linn Gate is a must!
170-4320 Sundial Crescent, Whistler, BC

604-905-4047
www.dubhlinngate.com
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Dine in style.
Lakeside.

The Cup
Bistro & Deli

I KNOW WHERE YOUR
MEAT COMES FROM.
COME INTO THE CUP FOR ALL YOU LOCALLY
SOURCED MEATS: BEEF, PORK, CHICKEN,
AND YOUR CHRISTMAS TURKEY.
REMEMBER, WE ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR YOUR LAST MINUTE
CHRISTMAS PARTY’S AND CATERING

VISIT US AT 40378 TANTALUS WAY

PHONE 604 898 5553

The best view from a table in Whistler! Perched on the shores of
Green Lake, the Edgewater Lodge welcomes you. Minutes from
Whistler Village, yet a world away from the ordinary.

8020 Alpine Way, Whistler, BC | 604 932 0688 | 1 (888) 870-9065
www.edgewater-lodge.com

Steaks
Steaks l l Pastas
Pastas l l Pizza
Pizza l l Lamb
Lamb l l Ribs
Ribs l l Seafood
Seafood l l Desserts
Desserts

voted whistler’s best tapas
“where mother nature is the chef
and the ingredients are from our backyard...
we feature innovative tapas with an
everchanging seasonal approach to our dishes…
big wines, big martinis, cozy atmosphere

Open for breakfast, lunch & dinner
summit lodge & spa 102b-4359 main street
village north 604 932 5569

We use sustainably harvested produce, meat and seafood whenever possible.

SEE WEBSITE FOR ALL SPECIALS AND EVENTS
www.thenestrest.com
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 604 898 4444
41340 Government Rd in Eagle Run Village
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Aura Restaurant at
Nita Lake Lodge
Organic. Sustainable. Unforgettable.
604 966 5705 nitalakelodge.com

blackbird bakery
Raven & Richard are part of Pemby's
natural food cycle. The proof is in the
pudding, and the bread and the pastries.
604 894 6226 blackbirdbread.com

Black's pub
Great mediterranean fare on double
decker patios with stunning views.
Whistler Village. 604 932 6945

the cup
Fresh daily soups, made to order sandwiches and variety of meats and cheeses.
Squamish. 604 898 5553

Dubh Linn Gate
Great beers, authentic Irish cuisine.
St Paddy’s day goes off.
Whistler Village. 604 905 4047

dusty's
Whistler's sunniest patio and best Creekside
Apres. Plus BBQ! 604 905 2146

edgewater
The best view from a table in Whistler!
Perched on the shores of Green Lake.
604 932 0688

Elements
Where mother nature is the chef and
the ingredients are from the backyard.
Fresh tapas menu with organic products.
Whistler Village. 604 932 5569

Galileo
Cafe, Retail & Wholesale Coffee Beans.
Britannia Beach. 604 896 0277

GLC
Slopeside location and live music, the GLC
turns into the world's best living-room party
every après. 604 905 2220

LIFT COFFEE CO.
Steps from the Whistler Gondola, it will
get you statrted off on the right foot.
Whistler Village. 604-905-6621

howe sound brew pub
The aprés climbing hangout in Squamish. Plenty of beers on tap.
Squamish Downtown. 1 800 919 ALES

longhorn saloon
The après-ski place to be with a big
sunny patio & buckets of beer. Base of
Whistler Mountain. 604.932.5999

merlins
Lunch, Dinner and great aprés featuring
Whistler's Best Nachos on one of the
largest patios in town. 604 938 7700

Mount Currie Coffee Co
Best coffee in Pemby.
Arbutus Street. 604 894 3388

sushi sen
Squamish’s best sushi, affordable too.
Highway 99 and Garibaldi Way.
604 898 8235

Sushi Village
Whistler’s original sushi joint. The partyingest place in town. Whistler Village.
604 932 3330

The Nest
The very best in casual fine dining with
authentic recipes, fresh ingredients from
around the region. Brackendale.
604 898 4444

whistler brewing company
Tasting room and retail store.Visitors can
see authentic craft brews in production
and take part in guided tours of the facility.
604 962 8889

ZEPHYR CAFE
A Modern Whole Foods Cafe open
early for breakfast, and late for apres.
Licensed gluten/dairy free & vegan/vegetarian specialties. Squamish. 604 567
4568
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Squamish

Whistler

Organic Food • Fresh Produce • Bakery
Gourmet Meats • Floral • Delivery

Open 8am - 9pm Everyday!
www.nestersmarket.com

Squamish, British Columbia
executivesuitesgaribaldi.com . 877.815.0048
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the Alpine

tourist responsibily code
Vacationing in a ski town carries inherent risk of physical
injury, temporary memory loss (alcohol fuelled blackouts),
and social alienation due to inappropriate outerwear and/
or use of dated terminology. Common sense and personal
responsibility can reduce these risks but tourists should
also adhere to this code of conduct to ensure friendly
co-habitation with local residents of the resort town.

1
2
3
4
5

Never operate a motor vehicle while your vision
and/or motor skills are impaired by the fact
that you're staring at the mountains. Watch the
road! It's hard to dodge cars in ski boots.
Anyone caught complaining that “there’s too
much snow” shall be stoned to death in the
village square.

While in mountainous terrain, beware of
cougars – they lurk in slightly classier bars
and act aggressively, stealing eager males
from younger or less experienced females.
Obey road signs as if you were on any normal
road assuming normal risks and responsibilities, even if you are in fact on vacation.
Consuming alcohol and/or drugs while riding
the chairlift or slope is extremely dangerous
and strictly forbidden. Thus, it is extremely
popular.

6
7
8
9
10

While looking for fresh tracks be extremely wary
of virgin snow fields that remain apparently
undiscovered. If there are any fresh, untracked
lines on the hill that only you can find, it's likely
because they go way off the map.
Any persons displaying an overwhelming sense
of pride in their riding abilities upon arrival
should prepare their ego for a smashing. Our
talent pool only has a deep end.
Stop signs, bus stops, bus lanes, and especially
open roads do not double as drop-off zones for
your family of clumsy, semi-annual skiers.
Need to find a good place to eat? Ask a local.
Good bar for dancing? Ask a local. Looking for
your hotel? Don't ask a local. Locals live here,
we don't know about hotels.
Littering in our mountainous playground shall
not be tolerated (public stoning again). Whistler
Village may be built on an old garbage dump,
but damn it, we keep our dump clean.

– Steve Fisher

Know the Code – Be Safety Conscious
It is Your Responsibility
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Smokey lives on the wrong side of the tracks and has an extreme commute. PAUL MORRISON PHOTO.

"I hear that train a-comin', it's rollin' round the bend."
So is the Mountain Life summer issue. Look for it in June 2011.
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